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The geometry of the curve graph of a right-angled Artin
group
SANG-HYUN KIM AND THOMAS KOBERDA
Abstract. We develop an analogy between right-angled Artin groups
and mapping class groups through the geometry of their actions on the
extension graph and the curve graph respectively. The central result in
this paper is the fact that each right-angled Artin group acts acylindri-
cally on its extension graph. From this result we are able to develop
a Nielsen–Thurston classification for elements in the right-angled Artin
group. Our analogy spans both the algebra regarding subgroups of right-
angled Artin groups and mapping class groups, as well as the geometry
of the extension graph and the curve graph. On the geometric side, we
establish an analogue of Masur and Minsky’s Bounded Geodesic Image
Theorem and their distance formula.
1. Introduction
1.1. Overview. In this article, we study the geometry of the action of a
right-angled Artin group ApΓq on its extension graph Γe. The philosophy
guiding this paper is that a right-angled Artin group ApΓq behaves very
much like the mapping class group ModpSq of a hyperbolic surface S from
the perspective of the geometry of the action of ApΓq on Γe, compared with
the action of ModpSq on the curve graph CpSq. The analogy between right-
angled Artin groups and extension graphs versus mapping class groups and
curve graphs is not perfect and it notably breaks down in several points,
though it does help guide us to new results.
The results we establish in this paper can be divided into algebraic results
and geometric results. From the algebraic point of view, we discuss the
role of the extension graph and of the curve graph in understanding the
subgroup structure of right-angled Artin groups and mapping class groups
respectively. From the geometric point of view, we discuss not only the
intrinsic geometry of the extension graph and curve graph, but also the
geometry of the canonical actions of the right-angled Artin group and the
mapping class group respectively.
The central observation of this paper is that from the point of view of
coarse geometry, the extension graph can be thought of as the Cayley graph
of the right-angled Artin group equipped with star length rather than with
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2 SANG-HYUN KIM AND THOMAS KOBERDA
word length. Roughly speaking, the star length of an element w P ApΓq is
the smallest k for which w “ u1 ¨ ¨ ¨uk, where each ui is contained in the
subgroup generated by the star of a vertex in Γ.
Inspired by an analogous fact relating word length in the mapping class
group with distance in the curve graph, we are able to refine distance esti-
mates in Γe by developing a theory of subsurface projections and proving
a distance formula which recovers the syllable length in ApΓq, at least for
graphs of girth greater than four. Roughly, the syllable length of w P ApΓq
is the smallest k for which w “ vn11 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnkk , where each vi is a vertex in Γ
and ni P Z.
In light of the preceding remarks, an alternative title for this article could
be “The geometry of the star metric on right-angled Artin groups”. In
the interest of clarity and brevity, we will not state the results one by one
here in the introduction. In the next subsection we have included a tabular
summary of the results in this paper, together with references directing the
reader to the discussion of the corresponding result.
1.2. Summary of results. The following two tables summarize the main
results of this article. The results are recorded with parallel results in map-
ping class group theory in order to emphasize the analogy between the two
objects. For each result, either a reference will be given or the reader will
be directed to the appropriate statement in this article.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graph–theoretic terminology. Throughout this paper, a graph will
mean a one-dimensional simplicial complex. In particular, graphs have nei-
ther loops nor multi–edges. If there is a group action on a graph, we will
assume that the action is a right-action.
Let X be a graph. The vertex set and the edge set of X are denoted
by V pXq and EpXq, respectively. We let `V pXq2 ˘ denote the set of two-
element subsets in V pXq, and regard EpXq as a subset of `V pXq2 ˘. We
define the opposite graph Xopp of X by the relations V pXoppq “ V pXq and
EpXoppq “ `V pXq2 ˘zEpXq. For two graphs X and Y , the join of X and Y is
defined as the graph X ˚ Y “ pXopp šY oppqopp. A graph is called a join if
it is the join of two nonempty graphs. A subgraph which is a join is called
a subjoin.
For S Ď V pXq, the subgraph of X induced by S is a subgraph Y of X
defined by the relations V pY q “ S and
EpY q “ te P EpXq | the endpoints of e are in Su.
In this case, we also say Y is an induced subgraph of X and write Y ď X. For
two graphs X and Y , we say that X is Y –free if no induced subgraphs of X
are isomorphic to Y . In particular, we say X is triangle–free (square–free,
respectively) if no induced subgraphs of X are triangles (squares, respec-
tively).
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Summary of Geometric Results
ApΓq ModpSq
Extension graph Γe Curve graph CpSq
Γe is quasi–isometric to an electri-
fication of CayleypApΓqq (Theorem
15)
CpSq is quasi–isometric to an electri-
fication of CayleypModpSqq ([28])
Extension graphs fall into exactly
two quasi–isometry classes (Theo-
rem 23)
Curve graphs are quasi–isometrically
rigid ([31])
Γe is a quasi–tree ([25]) CpSq is δ–hyperbolic ([28])
The action of ApΓq on Γe is acylin-
drical (Theorem 30)
The action of ModpSq on CpSq is
acylindrical ([9])
Loxodromic–elliptic dichotomy for
nonidentity elements (Section 7)
Nielsen–Thurston classification
([30])
Each loxodromic element has a
unique pair of fixed points on BΓe
(Lemma 48)
Each pseudo-Anosov has a unique
pair of fixed points on BCpSq ([30])
Vertex link projection (Section 11) Subsurface projection ([28], [29])
Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem
for graphs with girth ě 5 (Theorem
56)
Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem
([29])
Distance formula coarsely measures
syllable length in ApΓq for graphs
with girth ě 5 (Section 13)
Non–annular distance formula
coarsely measures Weil–Petersson
distance in Teichmu¨ller space ([29]
and [11])
Table 1. Main results, part one
We say that A Ď V pXq is a clique in X if every pair of vertices in A are
adjacent in X. The link of a vertex v in X is the set of the vertices in X
which are adjacent to v, and denoted as Lkpvq. The star of v is the union of
Lkpvq and tvu, and denoted as Stpvq. By a clique, a link or a star, we often
also mean the subgraphs induced by them. Unless specified otherwise, each
edge of a graph is considered to have length one. For a metric graph X, the
distance between two points in X is denoted as dX , or simply by d when no
confusion can arise.
The girth of a graph Γ is the length of the shortest cycle in Γ. By con-
vention, the girth of a tree is infinite.
2.2. Extension graphs. Let G be a group and A Ď G. The commutation
graph of A is the graph having the vertex set A such that two vertices are
adjacent if the corresponding group elements commute. If A is a set of cyclic
subgroups of G, the commutation graph of A will mean the commutation
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Summary of Algebraic Results
ApΓq ModpSq
Extension graph Γe Curve graph CpSq
Induced subgraphs of Γe give rise
to right-angled Artin groups of ApΓq
(Section 2.4 and [25])
Induced subgraphs of CpSq give rise
to right-angled Artin subgroups of
ModpSq (Subsection 2.4 and [26])
An embedding ApΛq Ñ ApΓq gives
rise to an embedding Λ Ñ KpΓeq
(Section 2.4 and [25])
An embedding ApΛq Ñ ModpSq
gives rise to an embedding Λ Ñ
KpCpSqq (Section 2.4 and [24])
Γe can be recovered from the intrin-
sic algebra of ApΓq (Section 3)
CpSq can be recovered from the in-
trinsic algebra of ModpSq (Section 3)
Cyclically reduced elliptic elements
of ApΓq are supported in joins (The-
orem 35)
Reducible mapping classes stablize
sub–curve graphs ([7])
Injective homomorphisms from
right-angled Artin groups to right-
angled Artin groups and to mapping
class groups preserve elliptics but
not loxodromics (Section 8)
Injective homomorphisms from map-
ping class groups to right-angled
Artin groups and to mapping class
groups preserve elliptics but not lox-
odromics ([1])
Powers of loxodromic elements gen-
erate free groups (Theorem 47)
Powers of pseudo-Anosov elements
generate free groups (Proposition
46)
Purely loxodromic subgroups are
free (Theorem 53)
One–ended purely pseudo-Anosov
subgroups fall in finitely many con-
jugacy classes per isomorphism type
([8])
Powers of pure elements generate
right-angled Artin groups (Theorem
44)
Powers of mapping classes with
connected supports generate right-
angled Artin groups ([26])
Automorphism group of Γe is un-
countable (Theorem 66)
Automorphism group of CpSq is
ModpSq ([21])
Table 2. Main results, part two
graph of the set txα : α P Au where for each α P A we choose a generator xα
for α.
Suppose Γ is a finite graph. The right-angled Artin group on Γ is the
group presentation
ApΓq “ xV pΓq | ra, bs “ 1 for each ta, bu P EpΓqy.
We will refer to the elements of V pΓq as the vertex generators of ApΓq.
In [25], the authors defined the extension graph Γe as the commutation
graph of the vertex-conjugates in ApΓq. More precisely, the vertex set of Γe
is tvg : v P V pΓq, g P ApΓqu and two distinct vertices ug and vh are adjacent
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if and only if they commute in ApΓq. There is a natural right–conjugation
action of ApΓq on Γe defined by vh ÞÑ vhg for v P V pΓq and g, h P ApΓq.
Observe that we may write
Γe “
ď
gPApΓq
Γg,
where the notation Γg denotes the graph Γ with its vertices (treated as
elements of ApΓq) replaced with their corresponding conjugates by g. The
adjacency relations in Γg are the same as in Γ. To obtain Γe from the set of
conjugates tΓg | g P ApΓqu, we simply identify two vertices if they are equal,
and similarly with two edges.
2.3. Curve graphs. Let S “ Sg,n be a connected, orientable surface of
finite genus g and with n punctures. We will assume that 2g`n´ 2 ą 0, so
that S admits a complete hyperbolic metric of finite volume. We denote the
mapping class group of S by ModpSq. Recall that this group is defined to
be the group of isotopy classes of orientation–preserving homeomorphisms
of S.
By a simple closed curve on S, we mean the isotopy class of an essential
(which is to say nontrivial and non-peripheral in pi1pSq) closed curve on
S which has a representative with no self–intersections. Observe that the
three–times punctured sphere S0,3 admits no simple closed curves. For each
simple closed curve α, we denote by Tα the Dehn twist along α.
Let S R tS0,3, S0,4, S1,1u. We define the curve graph CpSq of S as follows:
the vertices of CpSq are simple closed curves on S, and two (distinct) simple
closed curves are adjacent in CpSq if they can be disjointly realized. In other
words, two isotopy classes rγ1s and rγ2s are connected by an edge if there
exist disjoint representatives in those isotopy classes. Thus, the curve graph
of S can be thought of the commutation graph of the set of Dehn twists
in the mapping class group ModpSq. The reader may recognize the curve
graph as the 1–skeleton of the curve complex of S.
The curve graph of S needs to be defined differently in the case S P
tS0,3, S0,4, S1,1u. When S “ S0,3, we define CpSq to be empty. In the
other two cases, observe that no two simple closed curves can be disjointly
realized. In these cases, we define two simple closed curves to be adjacent in
CpSq if they have representatives which intersect a minimal number of times.
Note that for S0,4 this means two intersections, and for S1,1 this means one
intersection.
We will not be using any properties of curve graphs in the proofs of our
results in this paper. They will mostly serve to guide our intuition about
extension graphs.
2.4. Right-angled Artin subgroups. The goal of this subsection is to
note that Γe and CpSq classify right-angled Artin subgroups of right-angled
Artin groups and mapping class groups respectively, and that they do so
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in essentially the same way. The reader will be directed to the appropriate
references for proofs.
For a possibly infinite graph X, we define the graph KpXq as follows
(see [25] and also [24], where KpXq is denoted as Xk). The vertices of
KpXq are in bijective correspondence with the nonempty cliques of X. Two
vertices vJ and vL corresponding to cliques J and L are adjacent if J YL is
also a clique. Note that KpCpSqq can be regarded as a multi-curve graph of
S in the sense that each vertex corresponds to an isotopy class of a multi-
curve consisting of pairwise non-isotopic loops and two distinct multi-curves
are adjacent if they do not intersect. For two groups H and G, we write
H ď G if there is an embedding from H into G.
Theorem 1 ([25]). Let Λ and Γ be finite graphs.
(1) If Λ ď Γe, then ApΛq ď ApΓq. More precisely, suppose φ is an
embedding of Λ into Γe as an induced subgraph. Then the map
φN : ApΛq Ñ ApΓq
defined by
v ÞÑ φpvqN
is injective for sufficiently large N .
(2) If ApΛq ď ApΓq, then there exists an embedding from Λ into KpΓeq
as an induced subgraph.
The corresponding result for mapping class groups is the following:
Theorem 2 ([24] and [26]). Let Λ be a finite graph and S “ Sg,n where
2g ` n´ 2 ą 0.
(1) If Λ ď CpSq, then ApΛq ď ModpSq. More precisely, suppose φ is an
embedding of Λ into CpSq as an induced subgraph. Then the map
φN : ApΛq Ñ ModpSq
defined by
v ÞÑ TNφpvq
is injective for sufficiently large N .
(2) If ApΛq ď ModpSq, then there exists an embedding from Λ into
KpCpSqq as an induced subgraph.
3. Intrinsic algebraic characterization of CpSq and Γe
3.1. Maximal cyclic subgroups. In this section we would like to show
that the intrinsic algebraic structure of a mapping class group ModpSq and
of a right-angled Artin group ApΓq is sufficient to recover the curve graph
CpSq and the extension graph Γe respectively.
Recall that the mapping class group has a finite index subgroup PModpSq,
a pure mapping class group, which consists of mapping classes ψ such that if
ψ stabilizes a multicurve C then ψ stabilizes C component–wise and restricts
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to the identity or to a pseudo-Anosov mapping class on each component of
SzC.
Lemma 3. Let G ď PModpSq be a cyclic subgroup which satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:
(1) The centralizer of G in PModpSq contains a maximal rank abelian
subgroup (among all abelian subgroups of PModpSq).
(2) There exists two maximal rank abelian subgroups A,A1 in the cen-
tralizer of G such that A X A1 is cyclic and contains G with finite
index.
Then there is a simple closed curve c Ď S and a nonzero k P Z such that
G “ xT kc y.
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) on G together guarantee that a generator of G
is supported on a maximal multicurve on S. Condition (2) guarantees that
there are two maximal multicurves C1, C2 on S which contain the support
of G and whose intersection C1 X C2 consists of exactly one curve. 
Proposition 4. Let T be the set of the maximal cyclic subgroups of PModpSq
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3. Then CpSq is isomorphic to the com-
mutation graph of T .
Proof. Define a map CpSq to the commutation graph of T by
φ : c ÞÑ xT kc y,
where k “ kpcq is the smallest positive integer for which T kc P PModpSq.
Such a k exists since PModpSq has finite index in ModpSq. Since distinct
isotopy classes of curves give rise to distinct Dehn twists and since two Dehn
twists commute if and only the corresponding curves are disjoint, the map
φ is well–defined. If two Dehn twists do not commute then they generate a
group which is virtually a nonabelian free group, so that the map φ preserves
non–adjacency as well as adjacency. By Lemma 3, φ´1 is defined and is
surjective. Thus φ is an isomorphism. 
In order to get an analogous result for right-angled Artin groups, we need
to put some restrictions on Γ. The reason for this is that a vertex generator
(or its conjugacy class, more precisely) is not well–defined. This is because
a general right-angled Artin group ApΓq has a very large automorphism
group, and automorphisms may not preserve the conjugacy classes of vertex
generators.
Lemma 5. Let Γ be a connected, triangle– and square–free graph. Let
1 ‰ g P ApΓq be a cyclically reduced element whose centralizer in ApΓq
is nonabelian. Then there exists a vertex v P Γ and a nonzero k P Z such
that g “ vk.
Proof. Let g satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. By the Centralizer The-
orem (see [32] and [3, Lemma 5.1]), we have that supppgq is contained in a
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subjoin of Γ, and that the full centralizer of g is also supported on a sub-
join of Γ. Because Γ has no triangles and no squares, every subjoin of Γ is
contained in the star of a vertex of Γ. So, we may write g “ vk ¨ g1, where
v is a vertex of Γ, where k P Zzt0u, and where supppg1q Ď Lkpvq. Observe
that if g1 is not the identity then the centralizer of g1 in xStpvqy is abelian.
It follows that g “ vk. 
Definition 6. Let G be a group and T be the set of maximal cyclic subgroups
of G which have nonabelian centralizers. Then the abstract extension graph
Ge of G is defined as the commutation graph of T .
Observe that if Γ is a triangle–free graph without any degree–one or
degree-zero vertex, then the centralizer of each vertex is nonabelian. From
this we can characterize powers of vertex–conjugates as follows.
Proposition 7. Suppose Γ is a finite, connected, triangle– and square–free
graph without any degree–one or degree–zero vertex. Then for each finite-
index subgroup G of ApΓq, we have Ge – Γe.
Proof. For each vertex v P V pΓq and g P ApΓq, we let npv, gq “ inftn ą
0: pvgqn P Gu. Put A “ tpvgqnpv,gq : v P V pΓq, g P ApΓqu Ď ApΓq. By
Lemma 5, we see that Ge is the commutation graph of A. It is immediate
that φ : Γe Ñ Ge defined by φpvgq “ pvgqnpv,gq is a graph isomorphism. 
3.2. Consequences for commensurability. A general commensurability
classification for right-angled Artin groups is currently unknown. The dis-
cussion in the previous subsection allows us to establish some connections
between a commensurable right-angled Artin groups and their extension
graphs. The following is almost immediate from the discussion in the pre-
ceding subsection, combined with the fact that if G ď ApΓq is a nonabelian
subgroup and G1 ď G has finite index, then G1 is also nonabelian:
Corollary 8. Let Γ and Λ be connected, triangle– and square–free graphs,
and suppose that neither Γ nor Λ has any degree one vertices. If ApΓq is
commensurable with ApΛq then Γe – Λe.
Proof. If ApΓq and ApΛq are abelian then they must both be cyclic, in which
case the conclusion is immediate. Otherwise, we can just apply Proposition
7 to suitable finite index subgroups of ApΓq and ApΛq. 
Example 9. Let Cn denote the cycle on n vertices. Since the girths of C
e
n
is n, we see that ApCmq is not commensurable to ApCnq for m ‰ n ě 3.
One could analogously conclude that if ModpSq and ModpS1q are com-
mensurable then CpSq – CpS1q. In fact, if ModpSq and ModpS1q are even
quasi–isometric to each other then S “ S1, by the quasi–isometric rigidity
of mapping class groups (see [4] and [20]).
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4. Electrified Cayley graphs
In [28], Masur and Minsky proved that an electrified Cayley graph (defined
below) of ModpSq is quasi-isometric to the curve graph. Here, this result will
be placed on a more general setting and applied to the action of right-angled
Artin groups on extension graphs.
4.1. General setting. Let G be a group with a finite generating set Σ
and let Y “ CayleypG,Σq. For convention, we assume Σ “ Σ´1. The
Cayley graph carries a natural metric dY . Suppose G acts simplicially and
cocompactly on a graph X. To avoid certain technical problems, we will
assume that X is connected. We will write dX for the graph metric on X.
Let A be a (finite) set of representatives of vertex orbits in X.
Put Hα “ StabGpαq for α P A. We let Yˆ be the electrification of Y
with respect to the disjoint union of right-cosets
š
αPAHαzG [16]. This
means that Yˆ is the graph with V pYˆ q “ pšαPAHαzGqšG and EpYˆ q “
EpY qšttg, Cu : g P C PšαPAHαzGu. Note our convention that even when
Hα “ Hβ, we distinguish the cosets of Hα an Hβ as long as α ‰ β. The
graph Yˆ carries a metric dˆ such that the edges from Y have length 1 and the
other edges have length 1{2. Let T “ YαPAHαYΣ. For g P G, define the T–
length of g as }g}T “ mintk : g “ g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gk where gi P T u. By convention,
we set }1}T “ 0. The T–distance between two elements g and h of G is
defined to be dT pg, hq “ }gh´1}T . It is clear that dT is a right-invariant
metric on G.
Lemma 10. (1) The metric space pG, dT q is quasi-isometric to pYˆ , dˆq.
(2) If diamXpA Y AΣq ă 8, then X is connected and pG, dT q is quasi-
isometric to pX, dXq.
Remark. All the quasi-isometries in the following proof will be G-equivariant.
Proof. (1) is obvious from the existence of a continuous surjection from
CayleypG,T q onto Yˆ which restricts to the natural inclusion on the vertex
set.
For (2), let us fix α0 P A and define ψ : G Ñ X by ψpgq “ α0g. It is
obvious that the image is quasi-dense. Put
M “ maxptdXpα0, α0sq : s P Σu Y t2 diamXpAquq.
We have that M ď 2 diamXpA Y AΣq ă 8. For α P A and h P Hα, we
have dXpα0, α0hq ď dXpα0, αq ` dXpα, α0hq “ dXpα0, αq ` dXpαh, α0hq ď
2 diamXpAq ď M . So we see that dXpα0, α0gq ď M}g}T for each g P
G. In particular for every α, β P A and x, y P G, we have dXpαx, βyq ď
dXpαx, α0xq`dXpα0x, α0yq`dXpα0y, βyq ď 2 diamXpAq`M}yx´1}T ă 8.
Hence X is connected.
Choose a (finite) set B of representatives of edge orbits for G–action on
X and write B “ ttαixi, βiyiu : i “ 1, 2, . . .u where αi, βi P A and xi, yi P G.
Set
M 1 “ maxt}yix´1i }T : i “ 1, 2, . . .u.
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Consider an edge in X of the form tα, βhu where α, β P A and h P G. There
exists tαx, βyu P B and g P G such that α “ αxg and βh “ βyg. Since
xg P Hα and hpygq´1 P Hβ, we have }h}T “ }hpygq´1pyx´1qpxgq}T ďM 1`2.
This shows that for every g P G we have }g}T ď pM 1 ` 2qdXpα0, α0gq. 
It is often useful to consider the case when X is not connected. Let
α ‰ β P Xp0q. Suppose that ` is the smallest nonnegative integer such
that there exist g1, g2, . . . , g` P G satisfying (i) α P Ag1 and β P Ag`, and
(ii) Agi X Agi`1 ‰ ∅ for i “ 1, 2, . . . , ` ´ 1. Then ` is called the covering
distance between α and β and denoted as d1Xpα, βq or d1pα, βq. We define
d1pα, αq “ 0.
Lemma 11. If YαPAHα generates G, then pG, dT q is quasi-isometric to
pXp0q, d1q.
Proof. We may assume Σ Ď YαPAHα. Fix α0 P A. We will prove }g}T ´1 ď
d1pα0, α0gq ď }g}T ` 1 for each g P G. Note that if h P G and α P A X Ah,
then h P Hα. Now consider g P G and set ` “ d1pα0, α0gq. We can choose
h1, h2, . . . , h` such that α0 P Ah1, α0g P Ah` ¨ ¨ ¨h2h1 and hi P Hαi where
αi P A for i “ 1, 2, . . . , `. We see that gph` ¨ ¨ ¨h2h1q´1 P Hα0 . Then g “
gph` ¨ ¨ ¨h2h1q´1 ¨ h` ¨ ¨ ¨h2h1 has T–length at most `` 1.
Conversely, suppose we have written g “ hk ¨ ¨ ¨h2h1 where for each i we
have αi P A and hi P Hαi . Then each consecutive pair in the sequence
pα0, α1, α2h1, . . . , αkhk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨h2h1, α0gq
is contained in the image of A by some element of G. This shows that
d1pα0, α0gq ď }g}T ` 1. 
Let us define a graph X 1 with V pX 1q “ V pXq by the following condition:
for x, y P G and α, β P A, the two vertices αx, βy are declared to be adjacent
if there exists g P G such that αx “ αg and βy “ βg.
Lemma 12. (1) For α, β P V pX 1q “ V pXq, we have dX 1pα, βq “ d1Xpα, βq.
(2) If YαPAHα generates G, then X 1 is connected.
Proof. Obvious from the definition and Lemma 11. 
So in the above sense, the graph X 1 is a “connected model” for X. This
will become useful in Section 11 when we metrize the extension graph of a
disconnected graph.
Corollary 13. If X is connected and YαPAHα generates G, then the fol-
lowing metric spaces are all quasi-isometric to each other:
pG, dT q, pYˆ , dˆq, pX, dXq, pXp0q, d1q, pX 1, dX 1q.
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4.2. Star length. The following is now immediate from Corollary 13.
Lemma 14 ([28, Lemma 3.2]). Let S be a surface. Fix a generating set Σ
for ModpSq such that Σ “ Σ´1 and a set of representatives A of vertex orbits
in the curve graph CpSq. Let Yˆ be the electrification of CayleypModpSq,Σq
with respect to
š
αPA StabpαqzModpSq and put T “ YαPAStabpαqYΣ. Then
the following metric spaces are quasi-isometric to each other:
pModpSq, dT q, pCpSq, dCpSqq, pYˆ , dˆq.
Since CpSq is δ–hyperbolic, it follows that ModpSq is weakly–hyperbolic rel-
ative to tStabpαq : α P Au.
Let Γ be a finite connected graph. Consider the (right–)conjugation action
of ApΓq on X “ Γe. Each vertex of Γe is in the orbit of a vertex in Γ and
for v P V pΓq we have Stabpvq “ xSt vy. The star length of g P ApΓq is
the minimum ` such that g can be written as the product of ` elements in
YvPV pΓqxSt vy. We write the star length g as }g}˚. The star length induces
a metric d˚ on ApΓq. From Corollary 13, we have the following.
Theorem 15. Let Yˆ be the electrified Cayley graph of ApΓq with respect
to the generating set V pΓq and the collection of cosets švPV pΓqxSt vyzApΓq.
Then the metric spaces pApΓq, d˚q, pΓe, dΓeq and pYˆ , dˆq are quasi–isometric
to each other.
With regards to Theorem 15, we note that Γe is connected whenever Γ
is connected. In [25], the authors proved that Γe is a quasi-tree. Therefore,
we immediately obtain the following fact:
Corollary 16. The group ApΓq is weakly hyperbolic relative to txSt vy : v P
V pΓqu.
We remark that by the work of M. Hagen ([18], Corollary 5.4), we have
that ApΓq is weakly hyperbolic relative to txLk vy : v P V pΓqu. Suppose
Γ has no isolated vertices. For g P ApΓq, we let }g}link denote the word
length of g with respect to the generating set YvPV pΓqxLk vy. Then }g}˚ ď
}g}link ď 2}g}˚ and so, Corollary 16 can be obtained from Hagen’s result. If
Γ has an isolated vertex, then YvPV pΓqxLk vy does not generate ApΓq. The
general case of weak hyperbolicity of Artin groups (not necessarily right-
angled ones) relative to subgroups generated by subsets of the vertices of
the defining graph was studied by Charney and Crisp in [12].
5. Combinatorial group theory of right-angled Artin groups
5.1. Reduced words. Let Γ be a finite graph. Each g P ApΓq can be
represented by a word, which is a sequence s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ s` where each si P V pΓqY
V pΓq´1 for i “ 1, 2, . . . . , l. Each term si of the sequence is called a letter of
the word. The word length of g is the smallest length of a word representing
g, and denoted as |g|. A word w is reduced if the length of w is the same
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as the word length of the element which w represents. A word is often
identified with the element of ApΓq which the word represents. An element
of ApΓq will be sometimes assumed to be given as a reduced word, if the
meaning is clear from the context. If w1, w2, . . . , wk are words, we denote
by w1 ¨ w2 ¨ ¨ ¨wk the word obtained by concatenating w1, w2, . . . , wk in this
order. If two words w and w1 are equal as words, then we write w ” w1.
Definition 17. A sequence pg1, g2, . . . , g`q of elements in ApΓq is called
reduced if |g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ g`| “ |g1| ` |g2| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |g`|. In this case, we write x „
pg1, g2, . . . , g`q where x “ g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ g` P ApΓq.
Note that g „ p¨ ¨ ¨ , p, q, ¨ ¨ ¨ q implies that g „ p¨ ¨ ¨ , pq, ¨ ¨ ¨ q. Also, if g „
pg1, g2, . . . , g`q and each gi is represented by a reduced word, then g1 ¨g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ g`
is a reduced word g P ApΓq.
The support of a word w is the set of vertices v such that v or v´1 is a
letter of w. The support of a group element g is the support of a reduced
word for g. We define the support of a sequence pg1, g2, . . . , gsq of elements
in ApΓq as the sequence psupppg1q, supppg2q, . . . , supppgsqq.
If a word w1 is a subsequence of another word w1, then we write w1 40 w.
In particular, if w1 is a consecutive subsequence of w, then we say w1 is
a subword of w and write w1 4 w. Here, we say that w1 is a consecutive
subsequence of w if w “ w1 ¨ w1 ¨ w2 for possibly trivial words w1 and w2
(that is to say, the generators used to express w1 can be arranged to occur
consecutively, without any interruptions). We define analogous terminology
for group elements:
Definition 18. Let g, h P ApΓq and A Ď V pΓq.
(1) If g „ px, h, yq for some x, y P ApΓq, then we say h is a subword of
g and write h 4 g.
(2) If a reduced word for h is a subsequence of some reduced word for g,
then we say h is a subsequence of g and write h 40 g.
(3) If g „ px, yq, then we say x is a prefix of g and y is a suffix of g.
We write x 4p g and y 4s g.
(4) We write τpg;Aq “ h if (i) h 4s g, (ii) suppphq Ď A and (iii) if h1 is
another element of ApΓq satisfying (i) and (ii) and |h| ď |h1|, then
h “ h1.
(5) We write ιpg;Aq “ h if (i) h 4p g, (ii) suppphq Ď A and (iii) if h1 is
another element of ApΓq satisfying (i) and (ii) and |h| ď |h1|, then
h “ h1.
5.2. More on star length. Suppose Γ is a finite connected graph. We
will write d for the graph metric dΓe on the extension graph. We have
defined the star length of a word in Section 4. By a star–word, we mean a
word of star length one. If g and g1 are two elements of ApΓq, we say that
Γgg
1
is the conjugate of Γg by g1. By regarding V pΓq as a set of vertex–
orbit representatives, we have the notion of the covering distance on Γe
as defined in Section 4. More concretely, let x and y be vertices of Γe.
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Suppose ` is the smallest nonnegative integer such that there exist conjugates
Γ1,Γ2, . . . ,Γ` of Γ in Γ
e satisfying (i) x P Γ1 and y P Γ` and (ii) ΓiXΓi`1 ‰ ∅
for i “ 1, 2, . . . , ` ´ 1. Then ` is the covering distance between x and y
and denoted as d1px, yq. As we have seen in Lemma 11, we have a quasi-
isometry between pΓe, d1q and pApΓq, d˚q. We can see more precise estimates
as follows, which are immediate consequences of the proof of Lemma 11.
Lemma 19. Let v P V pΓq, x, y P V pΓeq and g P ApΓq.
(1) }g}˚ ´ 1 ď d1pv, vgq ď }g}˚ ` 1.
(2) d1px, yq ď dpx, yq ď diampΓqd1px, yq.
(3) }g}˚ ´ 1 ď dpv, vgq ď diampΓqp}g}˚ ` 1q.
Remark. Note that the connectivity assumption for Γ is not used for the
covering distance and Lemma 19 (1). This observation will become critical
later.
Lemma 20. Let x, y, z P ApΓq.
(1) If x 40 y, then }x}˚ ď }y}˚.
(2) For ` “ }x}˚, there exist star–words x1, x2, . . . , x` such that x „
px1, x2, . . . , x`q.
(3) Suppose xy „ px, yq and }y}˚ ě }z}˚ ` 2. Then xyz „ px, yzq.
Proof. (1) If y “ y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk for some star–words yi, then x “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xk for
some xi 40 yi. (2) is obvious from (1). For (3), assume px, yzq is not
reduced. Write y „ py1, y2q, z „ py´12 , z1q such that yz „ py1, z1q. For some
p P V pΓq Y V pΓq´1, we can write x „ px0, pq, z1 „ pp´1, z2q and rp, y1s “ 1.
Then }y}˚ ď }y1}˚ ` }y2}˚ ď 1` }z}˚. 
We briefly explain the notion of a dual van Kampen diagram ∆ for a word
w representing a trivial element in ApΓq; see [14, 22, 23] for more details.
The diagram ∆ is obtained from a van Kampen diagram X Ď S2 for w
by taking the dual complex of X and removing a small disk around the
vertex 8 corresponding to the exterior region of X Ď S2; see Figure 1 for
an example.
Since X is a simply connected square complex, ∆ is homeomorphic to a
disk equipped with properly embedded arcs (hyperplanes). So the boundary
of ∆ is topologically a circle, which is oriented and divided into segments.
Each segment is labeled by a letter of w so that if one follows the orientation
of B∆ and reads the labels, one gets w with a suitable choice of the basepoint.
Each arc α joins two segments on B∆ whose labels are inverses to each other.
Such an arc α is labeled by the vertex that is the support of the two letters.
If two arcs intersect, then their vertices are adjacent in Γ. We often identify
a letter with the corresponding segment if the meaning is clear.
The syllable length of a word g is the minimum ` such that g can be
written as the product of ` elements in YvPV pΓqxvy. We write the syllable
length of g as }g}syl. The syllable length of a word can be estimated from a
decomposition into star–words in the following sense.
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x0
8
(a) A van Kampen diagram X
a
cb
c´1
a´1 b´1
(b) A dual van Kampen diagram
∆
Figure 1. Dualizing a van Kampen diagram for the word
w “ acbc´1a´1b´1.
Lemma 21. For g P ApΓq and r “ }g}˚, we have
}g}syl “ inft
rÿ
i“1
}hi}syl : g “ h1h2 ¨ ¨ ¨hr and }hi}˚ “ 1u.
Proof. Let ` “ }g}syl, r “ }g}˚ and `1 be the right-hand side of the equation.
It is obvious that ` ď `1. Write g “ xe11 xe22 ¨ ¨ ¨xe`` where xi are vertices of
Γ and ei ‰ 0. Consider star–words h1, . . . , hr such that g „ ph1, . . . , hrq.
There exists a dual van Kampen diagram ∆ of the word xe11 ¨ xe22 ¨ ¨ ¨xe`` ¨
h´1r ¨ ¨ ¨h´11 . Let Ai “ tj : there is an arc from xeii to h´1j in ∆u. We may
choose ph1, h2, . . . , hrq and ∆ such that řlj“1 |Ai| is minimal.
If a pair of neighboring arcs starting at xeii are joined to a letter in hj
and to a letter in hj1 for some j ă j1, then the interval between those two
letters contains letters in Lkpxiq Y Lkpxiq´1. In this case, we replace hj by
hjx
sgnpeiq
i and hj1 by x
´sgnpeiq
i hj1 . Note that
ř
i |Ai| did not increase. By
repeating this “left-greedy” process and using the minimality, we see that
|Ai| “ 1 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , l. This shows that for each j, there exists k ą 0 and
i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik such that hj „ pxei1i1 , x
ei2
i2
, . . . , x
eik
ik
q. This gives a partition
of txe11 , xe22 , . . . , xe`` u into r disjoint sets, and hence,
řr
j“1 }hj}syl ď l. 
Let us record a lemma that will be used later in this paper when we estab-
lish a version of the distance formula for certain classes of right-angled Artin
groups (see Proposition 63, for instance). The proof is a simple exercise.
Lemma 22. Let Γ be a finite, triangle– and square–free graph. Suppose
y P V pΓq and g P xStpyqy Ď ApΓq.
(1) If | supppgq X Lkpyq| ě 2, then ΓX Γg “ tyu.
(2) If supppgq X Lkpyq “ tau and }y}syl ą 1, then ΓX Γg “ ta, yu.
(3) If supppgq X Lkpyq “ ∅ and g ‰ 1, then ΓX Γg “ Stpyq.
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(4) If h P ApΓq is not a star–word, then ΓX Γg “ ∅.
5.3. Quasi–isometries of right-angled Artin groups with the star
length metric. In this subsection, we give a quasi–isometry classification of
right-angled Artin groups equipped with the star length metric. It turns out
that this classification is much coarser than the quasi–isometry classification
of right-angled Artin groups with the word metric [5, 6]. In particular, there
are only two quasi–isometry classes. We will denote by T8 the simplicial
tree which has countable valance at each vertex.
Theorem 23. Let Γ be a connected finite simplicial graph and let ApΓq be
the associated right-angled Artin group, equipped with the star length metric.
Then ApΓq is quasi–isometric to exactly one of the following:
(1) A single point.
(2) The countable regular tree T8.
Proof. By Theorem 15, the group ApΓq equipped with the star length metric
is quasi–isometric to Γe. Recall that Γe has finite diameter if and only if
ApΓq splits as a nontrivial direct product or if ApΓq – Z.
Suppose diampΓeq “ 8. We have a quasi-isometry φ : Γe Ñ T for some
tree T . Every vertex of Γe has a quasi–dense orbit under the ApΓq action.
Furthermore, it is easy to check that for v P V pΓeq, the graph ΓezStpvq has
infinitely many components C1, C2, . . . of infinite diameter.
If we remove a ball BKpvq of radius K about a vertex v P Γe, then the
minimal distance between CizBKpvq and CjzBKpvq grows like K for i ‰j.
So, if K is chosen to be much larger than the quasi–isometry constants
for a quasi–isometry φ : Γe Ñ T , we see that ΓezBKpvq has infinitely many
vertices which must be sent to pairwise distinct vertices of a bounded subset
of T under φ. If T is locally finite, any bounded subset of T is finite, a
contradiction. Thus for each vertex w of T , there is a uniform M , which is
independent of w, such that the ball of radius M about w has infinitely many
vertices. In particular, such an M–ball contains at least one vertex of infinite
degree. For each vertex of finite valence, choose a path to a nearest vertex
of infinite valence. Such a path has length at most M . Hence, contraction
of such paths will yield a quasi-isometry from T to T8. 
In Subsection 11.1, we will define an appropriate notion of distance on dis-
connected extension graphs, with respect to which even totally disconnected
extension graphs will be quasi–isometric to T8.
6. Acylindricity of the ApΓq action on Γe
Let Γ be a finite graph. The goal of this section is to show that the
conjugation action of ApΓq on Γe is acylindrical.
Definition 24. An isometric action of a group G on a path-metric space
X is called acylindrical if for every r ą 0, there exist R,N ą 0 such that
whenever p and q are two elements of X with dpp, qq ě R, the cardinality of
the set ξpp, q; rq “ tg P G : dpp, g.pq ď r and dpq, g.qq ď ru is are most N .
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All the real variables (r, s, t, R,N,M and so forth) will be assumed to take
integer values throughout this section. We say a vertex set A is adjacent to
another vertex set B if each vertex of A is adjacent to every vertex of B;
in particular, A and B are disjoint sets because of the assumption that all
graphs under consideration are simplicial.
Definition 25. Let β “ ps, x, y, v1, v2, . . . , vsq where s ą 0, x, y P ApΓq and
v1, v2, . . . vs P V pΓq. We say the sequence α “ pg1, g2, . . . , gs, h1, h2, . . . , hsq P
ApΓq2s is a cancellation sequence for g P ApΓq with respect to β if the fol-
lowing four conditions hold.
(i) g “ g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gsh1h2 ¨ ¨ ¨hs.
(ii) supppgiq, suppphiq Ď Stpviq for each i.
(iii) For each 1 ď i ă j ď s, we have that suppphiq is adjacent to supppgjq.
(iv) x „ px1, w, g´1s , g´1s´1, . . . , g´11 q and y „ ph´1s , h´1s´1, . . . , h´11 , w´1, y1q
and for some x1, y1, w P ApΓq.
Furthermore, we say α is maximal if the lexicographical order of
p|g1|, |g2|, . . . , |gs|, |hs|, |hs´1|, . . . , |h1|q
is maximal among the cancellation sequences for g w.r.t. β.
If there is a cancellation sequence for g w.r.t. β, then it is obvious that a
maximal one exists since the complexity is bounded above by p|x|, |x|, . . . , |x|, |y|, |y|, . . . , |y|q.
Roughly speaking, the item p2q below means that pg1, . . . , gsq is “left–greedy”
and ph1, h2, . . . , hsq is “right-greedy”. The proofs are straightforward.
Lemma 26. Suppose α “ pg1, g2, . . . , gs, h1, h2, . . . , hsq is a maximal can-
cellation sequence for some g w.r.t. some β. Let 1 ď a ă b ď s.
(1) If pg11, g12, . . . , g1s, h11, h12, . . . , h1sq is another cancellation sequence for
g w.r.t. β and |gi| ď |g1i|, |hi| ď |h1i| for each i, then gi “ g1i and
hi “ h1i.
(2) Suppose that for some u P ApΓq, either
(i) pg1, . . . , ga´1, g1a, ga`1, . . . , gb´1, g1b, gb`1, . . . , gs, h1, h2, . . . , hsq is
another cancellation sequence for g w.r.t. β where g1a „ pga, uq
and gb „ pu´1, g1bq, or
(ii) pg1, . . . , gs, h1, . . . , ha´1, h1a, ha`1, . . . , hb´1, h1b, hb`1, . . . , hsq is an-
other cancellation sequence for g w.r.t. β where ha „ ph1a, uq
and h1b „ pu´1, hbq.
Then u “ 1.
For t ą 0, we define Bt “ tg P ApΓq : }g}˚ ď tu and B1t “ tg P ApΓq :}g}˚ ă tu. These “balls” are infinite sets in general.
Lemma 27. Let s, t ą 0 and M ě s ` t ` 2. Suppose x, y P ApΓq satisfy
that }x}˚ ě M or }y}˚ ě M . If g P Bs X x´1Bty´1, then there exist
vertices v1, v2, . . . , vs of Γ and a cancellation sequence for g with respect to
ps, x, y, v1, v2, . . . , vsq. Moreover, we have }w}˚, }x}˚, }y}˚ ěM´s´ t where
w is as in Definition 25.
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Roughly speaking, the above lemma implies that if x or y is long and g
and xgy are both short in the star lengths, then x and y are both long and
g must be “completely cancelled” in xgy.
Proof of Lemma 27. Without loss of generality, let us assume }x}˚ ě M .
There exist v1, v2, . . . , vs in V pΓq and wi P xStpviqy such that g „ pw1, w2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wsq.
We can write xgy „ pz1, z2, . . . , ztq for some star–words z1, z2, . . . , zt.
Let ∆ be a dual van Kampen diagram for the following word
x ¨ w1 ¨ w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ws ¨ y ¨ z´1t ¨ z´1t´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ z´11 ,
where x, y, zi are represented by reduced words. Note that no two letters
from
w1 ¨ ¨ ¨w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ws
are joined by an arc in ∆. We call the interval on B∆ reading x¨w1¨w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ws¨y
as B1 and the closure of B∆zB1 as B2.
We have x „ px1, w, x2q such that the letters of x1, w and x2 are joined to
B2, y and g, respectively. We may assume that x is written as the reduced
word x1 ¨w ¨x2. Then x1 4 z1z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zt and x2 4 w´1s w´1s´1 ¨ ¨ ¨w´11 . In particu-
lar, }w}˚ ě }x}˚´s´ t ěM ´s´ t. Since w 4 y, we have }y}˚ ěM ´s´ t.
This shows the “moreover” part of the lemma.
Write each wi „ pgi, ui, hiq where gi, ui and hi are represented by re-
duced words such that the letters of gi, ui and hi are joined to x, B2 and
y, respectively. Suppose v P supppuiq. Then supppwq is adjacent to v and
hence, }w}˚ ď 1; this contradicts M ě s ` t ` 2. Hence, ui “ 1 for each
i “ 1, 2, . . . , s. See Figure 2.
z1
z2
zt
2
x’
w
x’’ w1 w2
y
v
...
...
Friday, November 2, 12
Figure 2. Proof of Lemma 27.
Let 1 ď i ă j ď s. Each letter of gj is joined to a letter in x by an arc
separating hi from y; hence we have (iii). Now (i), (ii) and (iv) are obvious
from the construction and (iii). 
Remark. (1) In the above proof, we have wi „ pgi, hiq. However, we do
not assume for maximal α that each gi¨hi is a reduced concatenation.
This will be critical in the proof of Lemma 28.
(2) Write x „ pp, p1q where }p1}˚ “ s ` 2, a hypothesis stronger than
that of Lemma 27. Then no letter of p is joined to a letter of g
by Lemma 20 (3). Hence g´1s g´1s´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g´11 4s p1. Similarly if we
write y „ pq1, qq so that }q1}˚ “ s ` 2, then h´1s h´1s´1 ¨ ¨ ¨h´11 4p q1.
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Hence, the cardinality of Bs X x´1Bty´1 is at most the number of
the choices for g1, g2, . . . , gs 4 pp1q´1 and h1, h2, . . . , hs 4 pq1q´1,
and so bounded above by p2|p1|`|q1|qs. The goal of Lemma 29 is to
find another upper-bound depending only on Γ, s and t.
We define the support of a sequence of words as the sequence of the
supports of those words.
Lemma 28. Let β “ ps, x, y, v1, v2, . . . , vsq as in Definition 25 and t ą
0. Suppose }x}˚ ě s ` t ` 2 or }y}˚ ě s ` t ` 2. Let Pi, Qi Ď Stpviq
for each i “ 1, 2, . . . , s such that Qi is adjacent to Pj for each 1 ď i ă
j ď s. Then there exists at most one element g in x´1Bty´1 such that
pP1, P2, . . . , Ps, Q1, Qs, . . . , Qsq is the support of a maximal cancellation se-
quence for g with respect to β.
Proof. Suppose g is such an element. Define x0 “ x and inductively,
pi “ τpxi´1;Piq, xi “ xi´1p´1i for i “ 1, 2, . . . , s. Similarly, put y0 “ y
and qi “ ιpyi´1;Qiq, yi “ q´1i yi´1 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , s. We will prove the
conclusion by showing that g “ p´11 p´12 ¨ ¨ ¨ p´1s q´11 q´12 ¨ ¨ ¨ q´1s . Choose a can-
cellation sequence α “ pg1, g2, . . . , gs, h1, h2, . . . , hsq for g with respect to
ps;x, y; v1, v2, . . . , vsq with support pP1, P2, . . . , Ps, Q1, Q2, . . . , Qsq. Let z be
a reduced word representing xgy and ∆ be a dual van Kampen diagram for
the following word:
x ¨ g1 ¨ h1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gs ¨ hs ¨ y ¨ z´1.
We use an induction on i “ 1, 2, . . . , s to prove that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the letters of gi and those of pi such that each
corresponding pair are joined by an arc in ∆, and hence, gi “ p´1i . By the
inductive hypothesis and the maximality of pi, each letter of gi is joined to
a letter of pi. Suppose a letter u of pi is not joined to any of the letters
of gi. We may assume u P V pΓq, rather than u P V pΓq´1. Let w be as in
Definition 25. If u is joined to a letter in z then every letter of w would be
adjacent to u. Since }w}˚ ě 2 by Lemma 27, this is impossible. Therefore,
we only have the following two cases.
Case 1. u is joined to a letter u´1 of gj for some i ă j ď s by an arc, say
γ; see Figure 3 (a).
We may assume every letter appearing after u in pi is joined to a letter
in gi; namely, u ¨ g´1i 4s pi. Choose an arbitrary letter u1 between the
last letter of gi 4 g and the letter u´1 of gj . The arc γ1 originating from
u1 ends at a letter of x before u or at a letter of y. Then γ1 intersects
with γ and ru1, us “ 1. We can enlarge gi by setting g1i „ pgi, u´1q and
g1j “ ugj . Note that supppg1iq “ Pi and supppg1jq Ď Pj and hence, the
condition (iii) of Definition 25 is satisfied. This contradicts to the left-
greediness of pg1, g2, . . . , gsq.
Case 2. u is joined to a letter of y; see Figure 3 (b).
For each j ą i, the arc γ intersects with every arc originating from gj and
hence, the vertex u is adjacent to Pj . Since u Ď Pi, the vertex u is adjacent to
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Q1, Q2, . . . , Qi´1. We set g1i „ pgi, u´1q, h1i „ pu, hiq; see Figure 3 (c). Note
that supppg1iq “ Pi “ supppgiq and suppph1iq Ď tuu YQi. The condition (iii)
of Definition 25 is obvious. This again contradicts to the maximality of the
sequence α.
We conclude that gi “ p´1i for i “ 1, 2, . . . , s. We also see that hi “ q´1i
by symmetry.
...
xi   pi      ...   p1       g1  h1               gi  hi               gj  hj             gs   hs             y
... ...
u u-1
γ
(a) Case 1.
...
xi   pi      ...   p1       g1  h1               gi  hi               gj  hj             gs   hs             y
... ...
u u-1
γ
(b) Case 2.
...
xi   pi      ...   p1       g1  h1           giu-1  uhi          gj  hj             gs   hs             y
... ...
u u-1
Saturday, November 3, 12
(c) Case 2 after change.
Figure 3. Proof of Lemma 28.

Lemma 29. Let s, t ą 0 and x, y P ApΓq such that }x}˚ ě s ` t ` 2
or }y}˚ ě s ` t ` 2. Then the cardinality of Bs X x´1Bty´1 is at most
|V pΓq|sp2|V pΓq|q2s.
Proof. In Lemma 27, the number of the possible choices for v1, v2, . . . , vs is
bounded b |V pΓq|s. Also, the number of ways of choosing P1, P2, . . . , Ps, Q1, Q2, . . . , Qs
in Lemma 28 is at most p2|V pΓq|q2s. 
Theorem 30. The action of ApΓq on Γe is acylindrical.
Proof. Let us fix a vertex v of Γ and let r ą 0 be given. Put D “
diampΓq, s “ r ` 2D ` 1, R “ Dp2s ` 5q and N “ |V pΓq|sp2|V pΓq|q2s. Sup-
pose p and q are two vertices of Γe such that dpp, qq ě R. Then there
exist w1, w P ApΓq such that dpp, vw1q ď D and dpq, vwq ď D. With-
out loss of generality, we may assume w1 “ 1. By Lemma 19, we have
}w}˚ ě dpv, vwq{D ´ 1 ě pR´ 2Dq{D ´ 1 ě 2s` 2. For every g P ξpp, q; rq,
we have }g}˚ ď dpv, vgq`1 ď dpv, pq`dpp, pgq`dppg, vgq`1 ď r`2D`1 “ s
and similarly, }wgw´1}˚ ď dpv, vwgw´1q ` 1 “ dpvw, vwgq ` 1 ď dpvw, qq `
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dpq, qgq ` dpqg, vwgq ` 1 ď s. Hence, ξpp, q; rq Ď w´1Bsw X Bs. Since
}w}˚ ě 2s ` 2, Lemma 29 implies that the set ξpp, q; rq has at most N
elements. 
7. Nielsen–Thurston classification
We have shown that the action of the right-angled Artin group on the
extension graph Γe is acylindrical. We will now discuss several consequences
of the acylindricity of the action.
Recall that if a group G acts on a metric space pX, dq by isometries, we
may consider the translation length (also called stable length) of an element
g P G. This quantity is defined for an arbitrary choice of x P X as following.
τpgq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
dpx, gnpxqq.
This limit always exists and independent of x. The following proposition
appears as Lemma 2.2 of [9].
Proposition 31. Let G be a group acting acylindrically on a δ–hyperbolic
graph X. Then for each nonidentity g P G, either g is elliptic, in which
case τpgq “ 0 and one (and hence every) orbit of g is bounded, or g is
loxodromic, in which case τpgq ě  ą 0. The constant  depends only on the
acylindricity parameters of the action and the hyperbolicity constant of X.
The principal content of the previous proposition is that acylindrical ac-
tions of groups on hyperbolic graphs do not have parabolic elements. The
previous proposition gives us a way to formulate a Nielsen–Thurston classifi-
cation for nonidentity elements of a right-angled Artin group. The following
tables summarize the Nielsen–Thurston classification for mapping classes.
The following table summarizes the analogous Nielsen–Thurston classifi-
cation for nonidentity elements of right-angled Artin groups:
Now let us give a proof of the intrinsic algebraic characterization of lox-
odromic and elliptic elements of ApΓq.
Lemma 32. Let pa1, a2, . . . , a`, a1q be an edge–loop in Γopp such that }a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ a`}˚ ą
1. Then for arbitrary e1, e2 . . . , e` ‰ 0, we have that }pae11 ae22 ¨ ¨ ¨ ae`` qn}˚ ą n.
Proof. Write g “ pae11 ae22 ¨ ¨ ¨ ae`` qn “ w1w2 ¨ ¨ ¨wk where k “ }g}˚ and }wi}˚ “
1 for each i. Note that g has only one reduced word representation. Since
ta1, . . . , a`u is not contained in one star, }wi}syl ď ` ´ 1 for each i. Hence,
n` “ }g}syl ď ři }wi}syl ď p`´ 1qk. We have k ě n`{p`´ 1q ą n. 
Lemma 33. Let g P ApΓq be a cyclically reduced element such that the
support of g P ApΓq is not contained in a join. Then for each n ą 0, we
have }g2n|V pΓq|2}˚ ě n.
Proof. Put M “ 2p|V pΓq|´1q2. Find an edge–loop pa1, a2, . . . , a`, a1q in Γopp
such that supppgq “ ta1, a2, . . . , a`u. We can further require that ` ď M ,
since there exists an edge–loop in Γ of length at most M which visits all the
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Nontrivial mapping class ψ
CpSq type Nielsen–
Thurston
classifica-
tion
Curve
complex
character-
ization
Intrinsic algebraic charac-
terization (in Outppi1pSqq)
Elliptic Finite order Every orbit
is finite
Some nonzero power of ψ is
the identity
Elliptic Infinite
order re-
ducible
There ex-
ists a finite
orbit and
an infinite
orbit
Some nonzero power of ψ pre-
serves the conjugacy class of a
nonperipheral, nontrivial iso-
topy class in pi1pSq
Loxodromic Pseudo-
Anosov
Stable
length is
nonzero
No power of ψ preserves any
nonperipheral, nontrivial iso-
topy class in pi1pSq
Table 3. Nielsen–Thurston classification in MCGs
Cyclically reduced, nonidentity element g in ApΓq
Γe type Extension
graph charac-
terization
Intrinsic algebraic characteriza-
tion (in ApΓq)
Elliptic Every orbit is
bounded
Support of g is contained in a nontrivial
subjoin of Γ
Loxodromic Stable length is
nonzero
Support of g is not contained in a sub-
join of Γ
Table 4. Nielsen–Thurston classification in RAAGs
vertices in a connected component of Γopp. Note that ai’s may be redundant.
We will regard gM as the reduced word obtained by concatenating M copies
of a reduced word for g. We can choose M occurrences of a˘11 in gM , all
corresponding to the same letter of g. Since ra1, a2s ‰ 1, we can choose M´1
occurrences of a˘12 , alternating with the previously chosen M occurrences
of a˘11 . We can then similarly choose M ´ 2 occurrences of a˘13 alternating
with the previously chosen M ´ 1 occurrences of a˘12 , and continue. Since
M´``1 ě 1, it is easy to deduce that a˘11 a˘22 ¨ ¨ ¨ a˘1` 40 gM . By Lemma 20
(1) and 32, we have }gMn}˚ ě n. Note that 2|V pΓq|2 ąM . 
Lemma 34. Let g P ApΓq be a cyclically reduced element. Then t}gn}˚unPN
is bounded if and only if the support of g is contained in a join.
Proof. Assume that the support of g is contained in a join J “ J1 ˚ J2 ď Γ.
Let us choose vi P V pJiq so that Ji Ď Stpv3´iq for i “ 1, 2. We can write
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g “ g1g2 so that gi P ApJiq ď xStpv3´iqy for each i. Then }gn}˚ ď }gn1 }˚ `}gn2 }˚ ď 2 for every n.
The opposite direction is obvious from Lemma 33. 
Theorem 35. Let 1 ‰ g P ApΓq be cyclically reduced. Then g is elliptic if
and only if the support of g is contained in a join of Γ.
Proof. An element 1 ‰ g P ApΓq is elliptic if and only if for every vertex v of
Γe, the orbit tvgnunPZ is bounded. For any g P ApΓq, the distance dΓepv, vgq
is coarsely equal to the star length }g}˚. It follows that if each orbit tvgnunPZ
is bounded then the star lengths }gn}˚ are uniformly bounded. By Lemma
34, we see that this occurs if and only if supppgq is contained in a join in
Γ. 
It is interesting to note a fundamental difference between the action of
ModpSq on CpSq and the action of ApΓq on Γe. Observe that if ψ P ModpSq
is nontrivial and elliptic, then ψ has a finite orbit in CpSq. If g P ApΓq is
elliptic, it may not have a finite orbit, even though each orbit is bounded in
Γe.
Proposition 36. Consider
ApΓq “ F2 ˆ F2 “ xa, by ˆ xc, dy.
The element abcd P F2 ˆ F2 is elliptic and has no finite orbits in Γe.
Proof. Every nontrivial element of ApΓq is elliptic, since Γ splits as a join.
Actually, Γe has finite diameter in this case. By adding a degree-one vertex
v to a, one obtains a graph Λ which does not split as a join and thus satisfies
diampΛeq “ 8. It is clear from the Centralizer Theorem that if g P ApΛq
and n ‰ 0 then pabcdqn does not stabilize vg. Thus, it suffices to show that
for each nonzero n, the element pabcdqn does not stabilize any conjugate of
any of the vertices ta, b, c, du.
Let w P ta, b, c, du, and let g P ApΛq. The centralizer of the vertex wg P Λe
is generated by Stpwgq Ď Λe. However, the element abcd and all of its
nonzero powers are not supported in the star of any vertex of Λe. 
We now briefly sketch another approach to the Nielsen–Thurston classi-
fication for elements of right-angled Artin groups which relies on the work
of M. Hagen and which was pointed out by the referee. In [18], Hagen de-
veloped the hyperplane graph for a general CAT(0) cube complex X. This
graph has a vertex for every hyperplane H Ă X, and two hyperplanes are
adjacent if they contact, which is to say if they are dual to a pair of 1–cubes
which share a common 0–cube. Let us now assume Γ is a finite simplicial
graph without isolated vertices. We denote the hyperplane graph of the uni-
versal cover of the Salvetti complex of ApΓq by Γhyp. At the end of Section
4, we noted that } ¨ }link and } ¨ }˚ define quasi-isometric distances on ApΓq,
say dlink and d˚. Since pApΓq, dlinkq and pApΓq, d˚q are quasi-isometric to
Γhyp and Γe respectively, we see that Γhyp and Γe are quasi-isometric.
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Target
ApΓq ModpSq
Source
ApΓq Elliptics preserved (The-
orem 38), loxodromics
not preserved (Proposi-
tion 42)
Elliptics preserved (The-
orem 38), loxodromics
not preserved (Proposi-
tion 40)
ModpSq Usually no injective ho-
momorphisms (Proposi-
tion 37)
Elliptics preserved (Theo-
rem 38), loxodromics not
preserved ([1], Theorem
2)
Table 5. Type (non)–preservation under injective homo-
morphisms
This quasi-isometry can be realized by a graph map f : Γe Ñ Γhyp which
sends a vertex conjugate vg to the hyperplane dual to the generator v, trans-
lated by the action of g. In [19], Hagen proves that any element g of a group
G acting on a CAT(0) cube complex X either has a bounded orbit in Γhyp
or has a quasi–geodesic axis (Theorem 5.2). In the former case, g stabilizes
a hyperplane or a join. It follows that an element 1 ‰ g P ApΓq either
has an unbounded orbit in Γhyp and hence an unbounded orbit in Γe, or it
stabilizes a hyperplane or a join and thus has a bounded orbit in Γe. Thus,
Hagen’s hyperplane graph can be used to establish the Nielsen–Thurston
classification in ApΓq. We remark however, that the hyperplane graph is
not quasi–isometric to the extension graph if Γ has an isolated vertex. For
example, when Γ consists of a single vertex Γhyp is a real line while Γe “ Γ.
8. Injective homomorphisms and types
8.1. Type preservation under injective homomorphisms. In this sub-
section we consider the behavior of elliptic and loxodromic elements under el-
ements of MonopG,Hq, where G and H are allowed to be right-angled Artin
groups and mapping class groups, and where Mono denotes the set of injec-
tive homomorphisms from G to H. Namely, we consider f P MonopG,Hq
and 1 ‰ g P G. Since g is either elliptic or loxodromic, we consider whether
fpgq is also elliptic or loxodromic.
Table 5 summarizes type preservation under injective homomorphisms.
The case where ModpSq is the source and ApΓq is the target is handled by
the following result (see [26] and the references therein):
Proposition 37. Let S be a surface with genus g ě 3 or g “ 2 with at least
two punctures, let G ă ModpSq be a finite index subgroup, and let ApΓq
be a right-angled Artin group. Then there is no injective homomorphism
GÑ ApΓq.
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Theorem 38. Let f P MonopG,Hq, where G and H are right-angled Artin
groups or mapping class groups, and let 1 ‰ g P G be elliptic. Then fpgq is
elliptic.
Proof. Observe that without loss of generality, we may replace g with any
positive power. In particular, whenever G is a mapping class group, we may
assume that g is a pure mapping class. Reducible pure mapping classes and
elliptic elements in ApΓq are characterized by the fact that their centralizers
are not (virtually) cyclic. Since f is injective and g is elliptic, the centralizer
of fpgq in H will not be virtually cyclic. It follows that fpgq is also elliptic.

For the non–preservation of loxodromics, we have the following examples,
the first of which is due to Aramayona, Leininger and Souto:
Theorem 39 ([1], Theorem 2). There exists an injective map between two
mapping class groups under which a pseudo-Anosov mapping class is sent
to a Dehn multitwist.
For the next proposition, let P4 denote the path on four vertices and let
S2 denote a surface of genus two.
Proposition 40. There exists an injective map ApP4q Ñ ModpS2q whose
image contains a pseudo-Anosov mapping class and under which a loxo-
dromic element is mapped to a reducible element.
Proof. Label the vertices of P4 in a row by ta, b, c, du as in Figure 4 (a). We
consider a chain of four simple closed curves on S2 which fills S2. The curves
should then be labelled in order by tB,D,A,Cu; see Figure 4 (b).
a b c d
(a)
B D A C
(b)
Figure 4. Proposition 40 and Corollary 41.
The injective map ι : ApP4q Ñ ModpS2q is given by taking the vertex
generator labelled by a lower case letter x to a sufficiently high power of a
Dehn twist about the curve labelled by the upper case letter X. Thus, for
some sufficiently large N , we have an injective map ι defined by
a ÞÑ TNA , b ÞÑ TNB , c ÞÑ TNC , d ÞÑ TND .
Since tA,B,C,Du fill S2, there is a pseudo-Anosov mapping class in the
image of ApP4q. Since A and D intersect exactly once, they cannot fill
S2 (in fact they fill a torus with one boundary component). The element
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ad P ApP4q is loxodromic since the distance between a and d in P4 is three,
and the image of ad is supported on a torus with one boundary component.
It follows that the image of ad is reducible and hence elliptic in ModpS2q. 
In [25], the authors showed that for any graph Γ, there is a surface S
such that Γe embeds in CpSq. The previous proposition has the following
corollary, which shows that embeddings from Γe into curve graphs may not
be well–behaved from a geometric standpoint:
Corollary 41. There exists an embedding P e4 Ñ CpS2q which is not metri-
cally proper.
Proof. Consider the embedding of ApP4q into ModpS2q as given in Propo-
sition 40. We obtain a map from P e4 to CpSq as follows: send the ver-
tices ta, b, c, du to the curves tA,B,C,Du respectively. We have that suf-
ficiently high powers of Dehn twists about those curves generate a copy of
ApP4q ă ModpS2q. We can obtain the double of P4 over the star of any
vertex by applying the corresponding power of a Dehn twist to the curves
tA,B,C,Du, and adding the new curves to the collection tA,B,C,Du. The
map from the double of P4 to CpSq is given by sending a vertex to the
corresponding curve.
We identify the vertex generators ta, b, c, du of ApP4q with sufficiently high
powers of Dehn twists about the curves tA,B,C,Du. We then consider
the orbits of these curves inside of CpS2q under the action of ApP4q. By
definition, this gives us an embedding of P e4 into CpS2q. Specifically, let
φ : ApP4q Ñ ModpS2q
be the embedding above which sends a vertex generator v to the Dehn twist
power TMγpvq. The map P
e
4 Ñ CpS2q is given by
vg ÞÑ φpg´1qpγpvqq.
Write w “ ad P ApP4q. We have seen that this element is loxodromic. It
follows that for any vertex v P P e4 , we have that the distances dpv, vwnq tend
to infinity. However, the curves A and D do not fill S2, so that any mapping
class written as a product of twists about A and D will be reducible, and
each of its orbits in CpS2q will be bounded. It follows that for any vertex
v P P e4 , the distances between the images of v and vwn in CpS2q will remain
bounded as n tends to infinity. 
We briefly note the following fact which shows that injective maps between
right-angled Artin groups do not preserve loxodromic elements:
Proposition 42. Let Γ be a finite simplicial graph which does not split as a
nontrivial join, so that ApΓq contains at least one loxodromic element. Then
the canonical inclusion ApΓq Ñ ApΓqˆZ is an injective map which does not
preserve loxodromic elements.
Proof. This is clear, because the defining graph of ApΓq ˆ Z splits as a
nontrivial join, so that ApΓq ˆ Z contains no loxodromic elements. 
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8.2. Subgroups generated by pure elements. Whereas it is not true
that loxodromic elements are sent to pseudo-Anosov mapping classes under
injective maps between right-angled Artin groups and mapping class groups,
one can always find faithful representations of right-angled Artin groups into
mapping class groups which map loxodromics to pseudo-Anosov mapping
classes on the subsurface filled by the support of the loxodromic.
In fact, more is true. An element 1 ‰ g P ApΓq is pure if, after cyclic
reduction, it cannot be written as a product of two commuting subwords.
Put X “ tg1, . . . , gku Ď G and denote by CommpXq the commutation graph
of X. We evidently get a surjective map
ApCommpXqq Ñ xg1, . . . , gky ď G,
given by sending the vertex of CommpXq labelled by gi to the element gi
(see [25] for more discussion of both of these definitions). In this subsection
we establish the following result:
Proposition 43. Given a graph Γ, there exists a surface S and a faithful
homomorphism
φ : ApΓq Ñ ModpSq
such that if 1 ‰ g P ApΓq is pure then φpgq is pseudo-Anosov on a subsurface
of S.
Here, the list X is called irredundant if no two elements of X share a
nonzero common power (or equivalently generate a cyclic subgroup of ApΓq).
Proposition 43 will then imply the following result, which is the analogue of
the primary result of [26] for right-angled Artin groups:
Theorem 44. Let X “ tg1, . . . , gku be an irredundant collection of non-
identity, pure elements of ApΓq. Then for all sufficiently large N , we obtain
an isomorphism
ApCommpXqq – xgN1 , . . . , gNk y ď ApΓq.
The following result is due to Clay, Leininger and Mangahas in [13] (com-
pare with [26]):
Theorem 45 ([13], Theorem 1.1). Let X “ tf1, . . . , fku Ď ModpSq be an
irredundant collection of pseudo-Anosov mapping classes on connected sub-
surfaces of S. Suppose furthermore that for i ‰ j, there are no inclusion re-
lations between supppfiq and supppfjq, and that no component of B supppfiq
coincides with any component of B supppfjq whenever supppfiqX supppfjq “
H. Put Γ “ CommpXq and let vi P V pΓq be the vertex labeled by fi. Then
for all sufficiently large N , the map
φ : ApCommpXqq Ñ xfN1 , . . . , fNk y ď ModpSq
defined by vi ÞÑ fNi is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if 1 ‰ w P ApΓq
is cyclically reduced, then φpwq is a pseudo-Anosov mapping class on each
component of the subsurface FillpX0q Ď S where X0 “ tsupppfiq : 1 ď i ď
k and vi P supppwqu.
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Here, FillpX0q denotes the smallest subsurface (up to isotopy) filled byď
SiPX0
Si.
The subsurface FillpX0q is given, up to isotopy, by taking the set–theoretic
union of the subsurfaces in X0 and filling in any nullhomotopic boundary
curves.
Proof of Proposition 43. Taking a sufficiently large surface S, we can find
a collection of elements X of ModpSq for which CommpXq – Γ and which
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 45 (this fact is proved in [13, Corollary
1.2]. The reader may also consult [25] for another discussion). Let 1 ‰ w P
ApΓq be pure. After cyclically reducing w, we have that supppwq Ď Γ is
not a join. Identifying supppwq with X0 Ď X, the purity of w translates to
the connectedness of FillpX0q. It follows that φpwq is pseudo-Anosov on a
connected subsurface of S. 
Proof of Theorem 44. Let X “ tg1, . . . , gku Ď ApΓq be an irredundant col-
lection of nonidentity pure elements of ApΓq, and let φ : ApΓq Ñ ModpSq be
an injective homomorphism coming from Theorem 45. We have that φpgiq
is pseudo-Anosov mapping class on a connected subsurface of S for each
gi P X. One can either check that these partial pseudo-Anosov mapping
classes again satisfy the conditions of Theorem 45, or one can appeal to the
primary result of [26] to see that for all sufficiently large N , we obtain an
isomorphism
ApCommpXqq – xgN1 , . . . , gNk y ď ApΓq,
as claimed. 
9. North–south dynamics on BΓe
The following is a standard result about pseudo-Anosov mapping classes:
Proposition 46. Let tψ1, . . . , ψku be pseudo-Anosov elements of ModpSq
with the property that for i ‰ j, we have that ψi and ψj share no common
power. Then for all sufficiently large N , we have
xψN1 , . . . , ψNk y – Fk.
Sketch of proof. One approach is as follows: we have that for i ‰ j, the
mapping classes ψi and ψj stabilize pairs of measured laminations L˘i and
L˘j . Furthermore, neither of L˘i coincides with either of L˘j . The action of
a pseudo-Anosov ψi on PMLpSq is by north–south dynamics, with a source
at L´i and a sink at L`i .
The boundary of CpSq is identified with the space of ending laminations
ELpSq Ď PMLpSq, and the north–south dynamics restricts to ELpSq. A
straightforward ping–pong argument shows that sufficiently high powers of
the mapping classes in question generate the expected free group. 
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One does not need to consider the boundary of CpSq to prove the previous
proposition. The north–south dynamics on PMLpSq suffices. The reason
we mention the boundary of CpSq is because we will be using the boundary
of Γe to prove the following analogue:
Theorem 47. Let λ1, . . . , λk be loxodromic elements of ApΓq with the prop-
erty that for i ‰ j, we have that λi and λj share no common power. Then
for all sufficiently large N , we have
xλN1 , . . . , λNk y – Fk.
The proof of Theorem 47 is identical to that of Proposition 46. The
only point which needs to be checked is that a loxodromic λ P ApΓq truly
acts on BΓe by north–south dynamics. Observe that Theorem 47 follows
immediately from Theorem 44. It is not the result we wish to analogize, but
rather the method of proof:
Lemma 48. Let λ P ApΓq be a loxodromic element. Then there exists
a unique pair of points p˘ Ď BΓe such that for any compact subset K Ď
BΓeztp´u and for any open subset U Ď BΓe containing p`, there exists an
N such that λN pKq Ď U . Furthermore, if λ1 P ApΓq is another loxodromic
which shares no common power with λ, then no fixed boundary point of λ
coincides with any fixed boundary point of λ1.
We will first gather the necessary facts and then prove Lemma 48. The-
orem 47 will follow immediately.
Lemma 49. Let λ P ApΓq be loxodromic. Then the centralizer of λ is cyclic.
Proof. This follows from the Centralizer Theorem (see [32] or [3, Lemma
5.1]) since after cyclic reduction, the support of λ is not contained in a
subjoin of Γ. 
It follows that two loxodromics commute if and only if they share a com-
mon power. Following [10], let us write a “M b to mean |a´ b| ďM .
Lemma 50. Let g, h P ApΓq be any nontrivial elements and let v be a
vertex of Γe. Suppose that the sequence tdpvgn , vhnquně1 is bounded. Then
the diameter of the set tvgnhg´n : n ě 1u is finite.
Proof. Assume that there exists M ą 0 such that dpvgn , vhnq ďM for every
n. By Lemma 19 and the triangle inequality, for every n we have
M ě dpvgn , vhnq “L dpvgn , vhnhq “M dpvgn , vgnhq “ dpv, vgnhg´nq.
This establishes the claim. 
Observe that the proof of Lemma 50 is more or less the same as the
standard proof that if g and h are elements of a finitely generated group
G and if the sets tgnu and thnu in CayleypGq fail to diverge, then there
exists a nonzero N such that rgN , hs “ 1 (see [10, p.467]). The complicating
factor in the case of the extension graph is that Γe not locally finite, so that
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bounded diameter subsets need not be finite. This problem is circumvented
by the following fact:
Lemma 51. Let λ P ApΓq be a loxodromic element and g be an element
of ApΓq which is not contained in the centralizer of λ. Then as n tends to
infinity, we have that
}λngλ´n}˚ Ñ8.
If λ1 is a loxodromic element of ApΓq which does not share a common
nonzero power with λ then λ1 is not contained in the centralizer of λ and
thus satisfies the hypotheses on g in Lemma 51.
Proof. Note that }λngλ´n}˚ is monotone increasing with respect to n. Sup-
pose for every n ě 0 we have }λngλ´n}˚ ă t ă 8. Recall our notation
Bt “ th P ApΓq : }h}˚ ď tu. Choose M ą 0 such that }λM}˚ “ }λ´M}˚ ą
2t ` 2. For every n ě 0 we see that λngλ´n P Bt X λ´MBtλM . Lemma 29
implies that λngλ´n “ λmgλ´m for some m ą n ą 0. It follows that λm´n
commutes with λngλ´n. The classification of two–generated subgroups of
right-angled Artin groups (see [2, Theorem 1.1]) implies that λ and g ei-
ther commute or generate a free group. We thus have that λm´n commutes
with λngλ´n if and only if rλ, gs “ 1, which contradicts our initial assump-
tion. 
Lemma 52. Let λ P ApΓq be loxodromic. Then there exists a unique pair
p˘ Ď BΓe with respect to which λ acts by north–south dynamics.
Proof. Let v P Γe be an arbitrary vertex. Since λ is loxodromic, we have
that dpv, vλnq tends to infinity. Since Γe is a quasi–tree, it follows that
vλ
n
converges to a point p` P BΓe. We define p´ to be the corresponding
accumulation point in BΓe for powers of λ´1.
Let γ be a quasi–geodesic ray emanating from v whose endpoint p1 is
different from p˘. Then hyperbolicity implies that for all sufficiently large
N , the quasi–geodesic γN which travels from v to v
λN and then follows the
corresponding translate of γ, the endpoint of γN is strictly closer to p
` than
p1. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 48:
Proof of Lemma 48. Let λ1 and λ2 be non–commuting loxodromics. By
Lemma 52, we have that for each i, the loxodromics λi act on BΓe by north–
south dynamics. It suffices to show that none of the pairs of endpoints p˘1
and p˘2 coincide.
Without loss of generality, suppose p “ p`1 “ p`2 . Then for any vertex
v P Γe, the quasi–geodesics tvλn1 u and tvλn2 u must fellow travel and converge
to p. Combining Lemmas 50 and 51, we see that λ1 and λ2 must commute,
a contradiction. 
Theorem 47 follows immediately.
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10. Purely loxodromic subgroups of ApΓq
In [8] (cf. [15]), Bowditch proves that if G ď ModpSq is a finitely pre-
sented, one–ended, purely pseudo-Anosov subgroup of the mapping class
group ModpSq, then there are finitely many isomorphic subgroups tG1, . . . , Gku
of ModpSq and an element ψ P ModpSq such that Gψ “ Gi for some
1 ď i ď k. In other words, finitely presented, one–ended, purely pseudo-
Anosov subgroups of ModpSq fall into finitely many conjugacy classes of
subgroups in ModpSq for each isomorphism type.
Finitely presented, one–ended subgroups of right-angled Artin groups are
also quite restricted. In [27], Leininger proves that any finitely presented,
one–ended subgroup of a right-angled Artin group contains a nontrivial el-
ement whose support, up to conjugacy, is contained in a nontrivial join. In
light of our characterization of loxodromic and elliptic elements of right-
angled Artin groups, Leininger’s result implies that there are no finitely
presented, one ended, purely loxodromic subgroups of right-angled Artin
groups. By analogy to purely pseudo-Anosov subgroups of ModpSq, a purely
loxodromic subgroup of ApΓq is a subgroup G for which every 1 ‰ g P G is
loxodromic in ApΓq. We will prove the following result, which completely
characterizes purely loxodromic subgroups of right-angled Artin groups:
Theorem 53. A purely loxodromic subgroup of a right-angled Artin group
is free.
Observe that we put no further hypotheses on the purely loxodromic
subgroup. In particular, we do not assume that it is finitely generated.
Proof of Theorem 53. Let G be a purely loxodromic subgroup of ApΓq. The
proof proceeds by induction on the number of vertices of Γ. The crucial
observation is that if v P V pΓq and if g P ApΓq then the assumption that G
is purely loxodromic implies
GX xStpvqyg “ x1y,
since every cyclically reduced element of ApΓq whose support is contained
in a nontrivial join is elliptic.
The base case of the induction is where Γ “ v. In this case, ApΓq is purely
elliptic, in which case the result is vacuous. For the inductive step, let v P
V pΓq. Observe that we have the following free product with amalgamation
description of ApΓq:
ApΓq – xStpvqy ˚xLkpvqy ApΓvq,
where Γv is the graph spanned by V pΓqzv. By standard Bass–Serre Theory,
we see that G acts on the corresponding Bass–Serre tree with trivial edge
stabilizer, sinceG is purely loxodromic. In particular, there exists a (possibly
infinite) collection of subgroups tHiu with each Hi conjugate to ApΓvq in
ApΓq and 0 ď r ď 8 such that
G ď ˚iHi ˚ Fr.
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Observe that if g P ApΓvq ď ApΓq is loxodromic in ApΓq then g is lox-
odromic as an element of ApΓvq. Indeed, if g is cyclically reduced then
supppgq Ď Γv is not contained in a subjoin of Γ, whence it is not contained
in a subjoin of Γv. Since Hi is conjugate to ApΓvq and Γv has fewer vertices
than Γ, we see that G is free by induction. 
11. Subsurface and vertex link projections
In this section, we will give the necessary setup to develop the Bounded
Geodesic Image Theorem and the distance formula for right-angled Artin
groups.
11.1. Distances in disconnected extension graphs. When Γ is a con-
nected graph, we have that the extension graph Γe is also connected. Equip-
ping Γe with the graph metric, it is straightforward to discuss the distance
in Γe between each pair of points. If Γe is disconnected, we cannot talk
about paths between arbitrary pairs of vertices, but we would still like to
discuss distances between vertices in those graphs.
Our approach is motivated by the curve graph of a once–punctured torus
or of a four–punctured sphere. In both of these cases, there are simple closed
curves, but there are no pairs of disjoint curves. Thus, the usual definition
of the curve graph gives us a graph with infinitely many vertices and no
edges.
The definition of the curve graph for these two surfaces is modified in such
a way that two curves are adjacent whenever they intersect minimally. In
the case of a once–punctured torus, pairs of curves which intersect exactly
once are adjacent. In the case of the four–punctured sphere, two curves are
adjacent when they intersect exactly twice.
From an algebraic point of view, recall ModpS1,1q “ xa, b|aba “ baby.
The simple closed curves on S1,1 are represented as a
g or bg where g, h P
ModpS1,1q. Two vertices ag and bh in CpS1,1q are adjacent if ag “ aw and
bh “ bw for some w P ApΓq. This is equivalent to the condition agbhag “
bhagbh; see [17, Proposition 3.13]. It turns out that the curve graph in this
case is the Farey graph.
Now let us consider a finite discrete graph Γ and F be the free group
generated by V pΓq. We will define Γe as a graph with the vertex set tvg : v P
V pΓq and g P F u such that two vertices ug and vh are adjacent if ug “ uw
and vh “ vw for some w P F . Equivalently, a pair of vertices pug, vhq spans
an edge if this pair is conjugate via the diagonal action of some word w P F
to the pair pu, vq P V pΓq ˆ V pΓq. Note that there is a simply transitive
simplicial action of F on Γe such that all the edges are in the orbit of an
edge joining two vertices of Γ; see Figure 5 for the case in which Γ has two
vertices.
Recall that the covering distance d1 as in Section 4 is a well-defined metric
on Γe even when Γ is not connected; see also Section 5.2. In the case
where Γ is connected we have that for all vertices v and elements g P ApΓq,
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Figure 5. A part of Γe.
the distance dpv, vgq is coarsely given by the star length }g}˚ as shown in
Lemma 19. If Γ is a finite discrete graph, then the distance on Γe is precisely
the covering distance. Note that the star length and the syllable length
coincide for words in free groups. Hence, the following is obvious from
Lemma 19 (1).
Lemma 54. Let Γ be a finite discrete graph. Suppose g P ApΓq and a, b P
V pΓeq such that a ‰ bg. Then
maxp1, }g}syl ´ 1q ď dΓepa, bgq ď }g}syl ` 1.
11.2. Subsurface and vertex link projection. We are now in a position
to define subsurface projections for right-angled Artin groups. Since the
vertices of Γe do not correspond to curves on a surface in any canonical way,
there is some difficulty in defining a subsurface projection in the right-angled
Artin group case.
Let γ P CpSq be a vertex. The set of essential, nonperipheral simple closed
curves on the subsurface Szγ forms a curve graph in its own right, and it
is canonically identified with the subcomplex Lkpγq of CpSq. If γ1 P CpSq is
another vertex, then γ1 cannot generally be viewed as a curve on Szγ. One
way to take γ1 and produce a simple closed curve on Szγ which is “most
like” γ1 is as follows. Write Gpγ, γ1q for the set of geodesic paths between
γ and γ1 in CpSq. Define the subsurface projection piγpγ1q of γ1 to Szγ by
setting
piγpγ1q “
ď
δPGpγ,γ1q
δ X Lkpγq,
following Masur and Minsky (see [28], [29]). Thus, piγpγ1q is the set of points
of Lkpγq which some geodesic δ meets on its way from γ1 to γ. Of course
there is an issue of how complicated such a set might be, which is the point
of Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem.
We will define subsurface projection in right-angled Artin groups in a way
which is analogous to curve graph case. In the curve graph case we have that
for any vertex γ, the subgraph Lkpγq is itself a curve graph. An analogous
fact holds for vertices in the extension graph:
Lemma 55. Let v P Γ be a vertex. Then there is a canonical identification
LkΓepvq “ pLkΓpvqqe.
Here we choose v P Γ, since then we can discuss LkΓpvq. If v is an
arbitrary vertex of Γe then v is conjugate to a unique vertex of Γ. Note
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our convention that LkXpvq also denotes the subgraph of X induced by the
vertex set LkXpvq.
Note that while the diameter of LkΓepvq is finite in Γe by virtue of being
joined with v, the intrinsic diameter of LkΓepvq may not be. Indeed, for any
finite graph Γ we have that Γe has finite diameter if and only if Γ splits as
a join. Therefore, LkΓepvq has infinite diameter unless LkΓpvq splits as a
nontrivial join.
Proof of Lemma 55. The inclusion
LkΓepvq Ě pLkΓpvqqe
is clear. Suppose that v is adjacent to a vertex w in Γe. By the definition of
edges in Γe, we have that there is an element g P ApΓq such that pv, wqg is
an edge in Γ. Since conjugation by g fixes v, we have that supppgq Ď Stpvq.
It follows that we can write
g “ u ¨ vn,
where supppuq Ď Lkpvq. Finally, conjugation by v fixes the star of v. It
follows that w can be written as a conjugate of a vertex in LkΓpvq by an
element of ApΓq whose support is contained in LkΓpvq. Thus we get the
reverse inclusion
LkΓepvq Ď pLkΓpvqqe.
To see that the two links are canonically identified, take v1 P LkΓpvq and
g “ u ¨ vn P xStpvqy. We identify pv1qg P LkΓepvq with pv1qu P pLkΓpvqqe. By
the previous paragraph, this identification is a well–defined bijection. 
Now let v, v1 P Γe be vertices. Write Gpv, v1q for the set of geodesic paths
in Γe which connect v and v1. We define the vertex link projection of v1 to
v by
pivpv1q “
ď
δPGpv,v1q
δ X Lkpvq.
If X Ď Γe is an arbitrary set of vertices, we can also define its vertex link
projection to v by
pivpXq “
ď
v1PX
ď
δPGpv,v1q
δ X Lkpvq.
12. The Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem
In this section and for the rest of this paper unless otherwise noted, we
will be assuming that the graph Γ has no triangles and no squares and is
connected. This is equivalent to the requirement that ApΓq contains no
copies of Z3 or F2ˆF2 and that ApΓq is freely indecomposable. We will say
that a subset X Ď V pΓeq is connected if the subgraph of Γe spanned by X
is connected. In this section, we will prove the following result:
Theorem 56 (Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem for right-angled Artin
groups). Let Γ be a finite connected triangle– and square–free graph.
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(1) There exists a constant M which depends only on Γ such that if
v, v1 P Γe are vertices then
diamLkpvq pivpv1q ďM.
(2) Let v P Γe and let K Ď Γe be a connected subset contained outside
of a closed ball of radius two about v. Then
diamLkpvq pivpKq ďM.
Furthermore, there exists a constant M 1 which depends only on Γ
such that if v P Γe and if X Ď Γe is a geodesic segment, ray, or
bi–infinite line contained in ΓezStpvq, then
diamLkpvq pivpXq ďM 1.
In the statement of Theorem 56, the notation Lkpvq means LkΓepvq. The-
orem 56 should be compared to the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem of
Masur and Minsky:
Theorem 57 (Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem for Surfaces, [29]). There
exists a constant M which depends only on S such that if Q Ď S is a proper,
incompressible surface which is not a pair of pants and if γ is any geodesic
segment, ray or bi–infinite line for which piQpvq ‰ H for each vertex v of γ,
then
diamCpQq piQpγq ďM.
In Theorem 56 (2), the additional assumption that K misses a 2–ball
about v is essential. For example, let Γ “ C5, the pentagon. Clearly, C5 is
triangle– and square–free. Fix a vertex v P C5. Label the vertices in LkC5pvq
by x and y, and write a and b for the remaining vertices, with a adjacent to
x. Write E Ď Ce5 be the graph whose vertices are given by
tug | u P V pC5q and g P xx, yyu,
and whose edges are inherited from Ce5 . As in the proof of Lemma 55,
LkCe5 pvq Ď E.
One can show that D “ Ezv is connected. In fact, D is the graph Yv which
we will construct in a more general context in Subsection 12.2. In fact, the
vertices of D which correspond to the conjugates of x and y are precisely
the vertices of degree one of D, and all the others have infinite degree. It
follows that if we set K to be the subgraph of D spanned by the vertices
of infinite degree, we will obtain a connected subgraph of Ce5 . Furthermore,
by Lemma 55 we have that K X LkCe5 pvq “ H. Finally, consider the map
piv restricted to K. The distance from any vertex of K to v is exactly two.
Since Ce5 is square–free, there is a unique geodesic connecting a vertex of K
to v. Thus, the map
piv : K Ñ LkCe5 pvq
is surjective. It follows that diamLkpvq pivpKq is not finite.
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12.1. The Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem when Γ is a tree. The
situation at hand is significantly simpler when the graph Γ is a tree. Recall
that in this case, the extension graph Γe is also a tree. Geodesics in trees
are unique, so that if v1 P Γe, the set Gpv, v1q consists of exactly one path.
Thus, the diameter of the vertex link projection of v1 to v is zero.
Now suppose that X is a connected subset of Γe which avoids Stpvq.
Choose a geodesic path γ from v to a point in X, and let v0 be the unique
point in γXLkpvq. The connectedness of X and the 0–hyperbolicity of trees
implies that any geodesic path from v to a point in X must also pass through
v0. Thus, pivpXq “ v0.
The requirement that X X Stpvq “ H is clearly essential, even if X is
assumed to just be a geodesic segment. A geodesic segment which enters
Stpvq can be extended to v and then extended past v arbitrarily. Since Lkpvq
has infinite diameter, no bound on the projection of X to Lkpvq can possibly
hold.
12.2. A connected model for the link of v. Let us fix a vertex v of Γ.
A difficulty in understanding the geometry of Lkpvq Ď Γe is that Lkpvq is
completely disconnected whenever Γ has no triangles. In this subsection, we
will build a connected graph Yv which is canonically obtained from Γzv and
which is quasi–isometric to Lkpvq.
We first modify Γ so that every vertex x in LkΓpvq has degree larger than
one in Γ. If degpxq “ 1, then we simply add an extra vertex x1 to Γ such
that the link of x1 is txu. For x P LkΓpvq we let Bx be the set of vertices
tu P V pΓzvq | dpu, xq “ 1u “ LkΓzvpxq.
The set Bx can be thought of as the “boundary” of x. Note that Bx is a
nonempty, completely disconnected graph.
For each pair of distinct vertices x, y P LkΓpvq we see that x and y are
not adjacent in Γ and also that x and y have no common neighbors. In
particular, we have dΓzvpx, yq ą 2. If x ‰ y are vertices in LkΓpvq, we have
that Bx XBy “ H and that Bx X LkΓpvq “ H.
Let Zv be the graph obtained from Γzv by declaring that whenever z P Bx
and w P By for a pair of distinct vertices x, y P LkΓpvq we have an edge tz, wu
in Zv. Note that Zv contains a canonical copy of LkΓpvq, since we did not
add any edges between vertices of LkΓpvq. It follows that xLkΓpvqy can be
identified with a subgroup of ApZvq. See Figure 6 (a) for an illustration of
how Zv might look.
The graph Yv is defined to be a subgraph of Z
e
v in which we only allow
conjugation by elements of xLkΓpvqy. In other words, Yv is the commutation
graph of
txg | x P V pZvq and g P xLkΓpvqyu Ď ApZvq.
A small part of Yv is given in Figure 6 (b).
Lemma 58. Let Yv be as above.
(1) The graph Yv is connected.
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Figure 6. (a) A schematic for the graph Zv, with the vertex
v included. (b) A very small part of Yv.
(2) The graph Yv contains a canonical copy of LkΓpvqe “ LkΓepvq.
(3) The inclusion of LkΓpvqe Ñ Yv is a quasi–isometry, where LkΓpvqe
is equipped with the extension graph metric and where Yv is equipped
with the graph metric.
Proof. First, let us check that Zv is connected. Suppose first that LkΓpvq
consists of exactly one vertex. Then v has degree one in Γ. It follows that
Γzv is connected and hence Zv is connected. If there is a pair of distinct
vertices x, y P Lkpvq, then Zv contains the join Bx ˚ By. Furthermore since
Γ is connected, for each vertex v1 P Γzv there is a path in Γzv connecting v1
to Stpvq. It follows that Zv is connected, since the image of the verticesď
xPLkΓpvq
Bx
in Zv spans a connected subgraph.
To build Yv, we take one copy of Zv for each element of g P xLkΓpvqy ď
ApZvq and label the vertices of Zgv by the appropriate conjugate in ApZvq.
Then, we identify two vertices in two different copies of Zv if they have the
same label. One can therefore build Yv by repeatedly doubling Zv over the
stars of vertices in LkΓpvq Ď Zv, as in the construction of Γe by repeated
doubling along stars. It follows that Yv is connected.
The copy of LkΓepvq in Yv is given by
txg | x P LkΓpvq and g P xLkΓpvqy ď ApZvqu.
To see that this inclusion is a quasi–isometry, we perform a further con-
struction. Let cv be the graph obtained from Zv by collapsing Bx to a
single vertex bx for each x P LkΓpvq and by removing any other vertices not
contained in LkΓpvq nor in ď
xPLkΓpvq
Bx.
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Let Cv Ď cev be the subgraph spanned by the vertices
txg | x P V pcvq and g P xLkΓpvqy ď Apcvqu.
It is easy to see that Cv is connected and quasi–isometric to Yv, and that
Cv also contains a canonical copy of LkΓepvq.
Observe that Cv is a quasi–tree, and that each conjugate of a vertex bx
is a cut point. Furthermore, the vertex x generates the entire centralizer
of bx inside of xLkΓpvqy. It follows that for each g P xLkΓpvqy, we have
dCvpx, xgq ě }g}˚ ´ 1, where the star length is measured in the free groupxLkΓpvqy.
Now write D for the diameter of cv. If x P LkΓpvq and g P xLkΓpvqy then
dCvpx, xgq ď D}g}˚`D by the proof of Lemma 19. It follows that the graph
distance on LkΓepvq Ď Cv is quasi–isometric to the star length in xLkΓpvqy,
which is what we set out to prove. 
There is a further slight complication resulting from the fact that conju-
gation by v is generally nontrivial in ApΓq. We may wish to add v back to Zv
and consider the subgraph Y 1v of Zev obtained by including all the conjugates
of Zv by elements of xStΓpvqy instead of just xLkΓpvqy, and then removing
the vertex v. Up to quasi–isometry, the resulting graph is just Yv. Indeed,
we have that conjugation by v stabilizes LkΓpvq, and in general we obtain a
splitting
xStΓpvqy – Zˆ xLkΓpvqy.
We can view the difference between Y 1v and Yv thusly: for each conjugate of
Zv used to obtain Yv, replace it with a Z–worth of copies of Zv, which we
then glue together along the corresponding copies of LkΓpvq sitting inside
of each conjugate, like an infinite stack of pancakes identified along their
boundaries. It is clear that the embedding Yv Ñ Y 1v is a quasi–isometry.
12.3. Vertex link projection is coarsely well–defined. In this subsec-
tion, we will prove the first part of Theorem 56, which implies that vertex
link projection is coarsely well–defined. We will need the following lemma,
the proof of which can be found in [25, Lemma 26]:
Lemma 59. Let
Γ “ Γ0 Ď Γ1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨
be a filtration of graphs such that Γi`1 is obtained from Γi by attaching a
copy of Γ along the star of a vertex of v P Γ. Suppose x, x1, z P Γi are
vertices such that x and x1 lie in different components of ΓizStΓipzq. Then
the vertices x and x1 lie in different components of ΓezStΓepzq.
Proof of Theorem 56 (1). If Γ splits as a join then the triangle– and square–
free assumptions on Γ imply that Γ is a tree, so that Γe is also a tree. In
this case, the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem holds by the discussion we
have given above. So we assume that Γ does not split as a join and Γe has
infinite diameter. We will also assume that LkΓpvq contains at least two
vertices, since otherwise the conclusion is trivial.
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If dpv, v1q “ 1 then v1 P LkΓepvq, and if dpv, v1q “ 2 then v1 P Bx for
some x P LkΓepvq. By the triangle– and square–freeness of Γ, in those two
cases there is a unique geodesic connecting v to v1, so that the vertex link
projection has diameter zero.
Now we assume that dpv, v1q ě 3. Let δ, δ1 P Gpv, v1q be two distinct
geodesics connecting v and v1. We will treat δ as a reference geodesic segment
between v and v1, and we will show that if δ1 X Lkpvq is “too far” from
δ X Lkpvq then δ1 could not have been a geodesic segment.
Write x and x1 for the points of Lkpvq which are met by δ and δ1 re-
spectively, and consider the vertices x and x1 as vertices in Yv. Since Yv
is quasi–isometric to LkΓepvq, the distance between x and x1 is compara-
ble in LkΓepvq and in Yv. Observe that if dYvpx, x1q ě 3 diampZvq “ M
then there is a vertex z P Lkpvq such that StYvpzq contains neither x nor
x1 and such that StYvpzq separates x from x1; see the proof of [25, Lemma
26]. Figure 7 gives an illustration of the fact that such a vertex z exists. In
this figure, the star of x separates xy from xy
x
. The boundaries of vertices
in LkΓepvq have been collapsed to single (unlabelled) vertices. Actually, if
dYvpx, x1q ě N diampZvq then there are at least N{3 such z’s and this fact
will be used in the proof of the second part of Theorem 56.
x y
xy
yx
yx
y
xyx
Figure 7. Distant vertices in Yv are separated by stars of
intermediate vertices.
We claim that StΓepzq separates x from x1 in Γe, and that this suffices to
prove the result. For the latter claim, suppose that the star of z separates
x from x1 in Γe. The following is clear from triangle– and square–freeness:
δ X StΓepzq “ δ1 X StΓepzq “ v.
But then the subpath of δ¯ ¨ δ1 from x to x1 is contained in ΓezStpzq and we
have a contradiction.
So, it suffices to see that StΓepzq separates x from x1 in Γe. Let Lv be the
subset of Γe given by doubling over stars of vertices which lie in Stpvq. Then
Lv can be filtered by finite subgraphs in a way which satisfies the hypotheses
of Lemma 59. So, it suffices to see that x and x1 are separated by StLvpzq.
Observe that there is a natural map of graphs Lvzv Ñ Y 1v . The star of z
in Y 1v separates x from x1, whence it follows that StLvpzq separates x from
x1. 
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12.4. The Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem. We now give the proof
of the second part of the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem (Theorem 56).
Proof of Theorem 56 (2). Since K remains entirely outside of a 2–ball con-
taining v, we have that if w P LkΓepvq then Stpwq X K “ H. Let x and
y be vertices of K, and let γ be a path in K connecting x and y. Write
δx and δy for geodesics in Γ
e connecting v with x and y respectively. As-
sume that dLkΓe pvqppivpxq, pivpyqq ą M , where M is the constant given by
part (1) of Theorem 56. By the proof of part (1) of Theorem 56, there
is a vertex z P LkΓepvq whose star separates wx “ δx X LkΓepvq from
wy “ δy X LkΓepvq. However, following δx followed by γ followed by δy
furnishes a path in ΓezStpvq between wx and wy, a contradiction.
Now suppose that δ Ď ΓezStpvq is a geodesic. Write S2pvq for the sphere
of radius two about v. We may assume that δXS2pvq ‰ H, since otherwise
we are in the case considered in the previous paragraph. Observe that
diamS2pvq ď 4. Since δ is a geodesic, we have that |δ X S2pvq| ď 5. Thus,
there are at most five vertices in LkΓepvq whose links meet δ. Write M 1 “
18 diampZvq. Let x, y P δ project to points wx and wy in LkΓepvq which are at
a distance exceeding M 1 from each other. Then there is a vertex z P LkΓepvq
such that LkΓepzq does not meet δ and such that StΓepzq separates wx from
wy. This is again a contradiction, so that the diameter of the projection of
δ is at most M 1. 
12.5. Failures of the Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem. The failure
of Theorem 56 for right-angled Artin groups containing F2ˆF2 can already
be seen with F2ˆF2 itself. Label the square C4 cyclically by ta, b, c, du. It is
an easy exercise to check that Ce4 – K8 ˚K8, the complete bipartite graph
on two countable discrete sets of vertices. One of the copies of K8 contains
the conjugates of a and c, whereas the other contains the conjugates of b and
d. Observe that since a and c do not commute with each other, the distance
between them in Ce4 is at least two. However, any length two path from a
to c which passes through any conjugate of b or d realizes a geodesic path
from a to c. Thus, piapcq consists of LkCe4 paq, which has infinite diameter in
the intrinsic metric on the link of a.
It is possible that Theorem 56 holds for square–free graphs which have
triangles. However, the analysis we have carried out above fails, as the
structure of links in Γe becomes much more complicated in this situation.
13. The distance formula
We have seen already that distance in Γe is coarsely just star length in
the right-angled Artin group ApΓq. In this section, we will develop a Masur–
Minsky style distance formula, which will incorporate the extra data that
vertex link projections give us in order to refine distance estimates in Γe.
The Masur–Minsky distance formula allows one to use distances in the
curve graph to coarsely recover distances in the mapping class groups. The
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high degree of symmetry of the extension graph does not allow such a result
to be proved for right-angled Artin groups. Indeed, the automorphism group
of the curve graph is, up to finite index, the mapping class group of the
underlying surface. A complicating factor in the extension graph case is
that powers of vertices are indistinguishable. To see this, consider a vertex
v P V pΓq “ Γ0. In Γe, there are copies of Γ meeting Γ0 along the star of v
which correspond to conjugates of Γ by powers of v. Let v0 be another vertex
of Γ which does not lie in the star of v. We will see (Theorem 66) that there
are symmetries of Γe which fix Γ0 and which permute the v–conjugates of
Γ arbitrarily. In particular, the extension graph cannot distinguish between
the conjugates tvvk0 ukPZ. It thus seems unlikely that the geometry of the
extension graph can be used to recover word length in ApΓq.
Our generalization of the Masur–Minsky distance formula to the right-
angled Artin case will show that the geometry of Γe can be used to recover
distance in ApΓq up to forgetting powers of the vertex generators. In other
words, we will be recovering the syllable length of words in ApΓq.
13.1. Markings for mapping class groups. The Masur–Minsky distance
formula coarsely measures distances in the Cayley graph of the mapping class
group ModpSq, using only the data of the curve graph CpSq:
Theorem 60 ([29, Theorem 6.12]). Let S be a surface. There are constants
M0, C ą 0 and a constant K ą 1 such that for each pair µ, ν of complete,
clean markings on S and for all M ěM0, we have
1
K
dMpSqpµ, νq ´ C ď
ÿ
S0ĎS,dS0 pµ,νqěM
dS0pµ, νq ď KdMpSqpµ, νq ` C.
For the convenience of the reader, we will briefly summarize the termi-
nology of Theorem 60. The object MpSq is the marking graph of S. A
marking µ is a finite set of ordered pairs tpαi, βiqu, where the curves tαiu
form a multicurve on S and the tβiu are transversals of the corresponding
curves tαiu, which is to say βi is either empty or is a subset of the annular
curve graph Cpαiq of diameter one. A transversal β in the pair pα, βq is clean
if there is a curve γ Ď S such that β is the projection of γ to the annular
surface filled by α, and such that α and γ are Farey–graph neighbors in the
curve graph of FillpγYαq (which is to say they intersect a minimal nonzero
number of times). A marking is clean if every transversal is clean and the
curve γi inducing the transversal βi does not intersect any αj other than αi.
The marking is complete if the curves tαiu form a pants decomposition of
S and none of the transversals are empty.
If a marking is complete and clean, a transversal βi determines the curve
γi uniquely. Masur and Minsky show that if a marking is not clean, then
in some appropriate sense, there is a bounded number of ways to obtain a
compatible clean marking.
The marking graph MpSq is the graph whose vertices are complete, clean
markings on S. Two markings are connected by an edge if they differ by
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one of two elementary moves, called twists and flips. To define these moves,
let µ “ tpαi, piαipγiqqu and ν “ tpα1i, piα1ipγ1iqqu be two markings. We say
that µ and ν differ by a twist if for some tpαj , piαj pγjqq “ pα1j , piα1j pγ1jqqu for
all j ‰ i, and tpiα1ipγ1iqu is obtained from tpiαipγiqu by a twist or half–twist
about αi. The unclean marking ν
1 differs from µ by a flip if for some i, we
have pα1i, piα1ipγ1iqq “ pγi, piγipαiqq. The marking ν 1 is then replaced by a clean
marking ν which is compatible with ν 1.
Masur and Minsky show that the marking graph is locally finite and
admits a natural proper, cocompact action of ModpSq by isometries. It
follows that ModpSq is quasi–isometric to MpSq via the orbit map.
Finally, if S0 Ď S is an essential subsurface, we define the projection
piS0pµq of a complete marking µ on S. If S0 is not the annular subsurface
filled by some αi, we set piS0pµq “ piS0ptαiuq. If S0 is the annular subsurface
filled by αi, we define piS0pµq “ βi. Since µ is a complete marking, the
projection is always nonempty.
One interpretation of the distance formula is as follows: projections of
curves to subsurfaces of S allow us to triangulate locations of markings in
MpSq, and thus via the orbit map quasi–isometry, to better understand the
geometry of ModpSq. Thus, subsurface projections give a good coarse notion
of visual direction of CpSq. We would like to translate this interpretation
to the setting of Γe and ApΓq, with the idea that distances between points
in LkΓepvq give good coarse notions of visual angle between two geodesics
emanating from v and passing through those two points.
13.2. The Weil–Petersson metric and projections of the pants com-
plex. In the analogy between right-angled Artin groups and mapping class
groups we have that a vertex of Γ, viewed as a generator of ApΓq, corresponds
to (a power of) a Dehn twist about a simple closed curve on a surface S.
We mentioned above that our distance formula, we can only recover dis-
tances in ApΓq after forgetting the exponents of generators used to express
elements of ApΓq. In the Masur–Minsky distance formula, one can consider
projections to a restricted class of subsurfaces instead of to all subsurfaces.
If one “ignores Dehn twists” in the sense that one excludes projections to
annular subsurfaces, one coarsely recovers the Weil–Petersson metric on Te-
ichmu¨ller space. This follows from combining results of Masur–Minsky and
Brock. Before we state those results, we recall some definitions. A pants
decomposition of a surface S is the zero–skeleton of a maximal simplex in
the curve graph of S. The pants graph of S, written PpSq, is defined to be
the graph whose vertices are pants decompositions of S and whose edges are
given by “minimal intersection”. Precisely, P1 and P2 are adjacent in the
pants graph if P1 and P2 agree on all but one pair of curves, say c1 P P1 and
c2 P P2, if pP1zc1q Y c2 is a pants decomposition, and if c1 and c2 intersect
minimally. One often says that P1 and P2 differ by an elementary move.
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Theorem 61 (Masur–Minsky ([29], Theorem 6.12)). There is a constant
M0 “ M0pSq so that for all M ě M0, there exist constants K and C such
that if P1 and P2 are pants decompositions in the pants complex PpSq, we
have
1
K
dPpSqpP1, P2q ´ C ď
ÿ
S0ĎS
dS0pP1, P2q ď KdPpSqpP1, P2q ` C,
where the sum is taken over all non–annular essential subsurfaces of S for
which dS0pP1, P2q ěM .
In different notation, we will write the estimate in the previous result asÿ
S0ĎS
dS0pP1, P2q —K,C dPpSqpP1, P2q.
In the middle term of the estimate, we view pants decompositions as subsets
of the curve graph of S and define
dS0pP1, P2q “ dS0ppiS0pP1q, piS0pP2qq.
Thus, projections of pants decompositions to non–annular subsurfaces
coarsely recovers distance in the pants graph. The pants graph is quasi–
isometric to Teichmu¨ller space with the Weil–Petersson metric:
Theorem 62 (Brock ([11], Theorem 1.1)). The pants graph PpSq is quasi–
isometric to Teichmu¨ller space with the Weil–Petersson metric, via the map
which takes a pants decomposition P to the maximally noded surface given
by collapsing the components of P .
In this sense, the syllable length in a right-angled Artin group can be
thought of as an analogue of the Weil–Petersson metric on Teichmu¨ller space.
13.3. Free groups. If Dn is a completely disconnected graph, we have that
the link of any vertex in Dn is empty. In particular, the notions of vertices
and stars of vertices coincide, so that star length and syllable length coincide.
If v and vg are vertices of Den, we have that piLkpvqpvgq “ H. Thus, the
distance formula for a free group is vacuous.
13.4. Right-angled Artin groups on trees. The first non–vacuous case
of the distance formula is in the case where the graph Γ is a tree. In this
case, the extension graph Γe is also a tree. Since any two vertices in a
tree are connected by a unique geodesic we have that all but finitely many
projections of a finite geodesic segment are nonzero, so that one need not
discard any projections:
Proposition 63. Let Γ be a tree and D “ diampΓq. If g P ApΓq, then we
have that ÿ
xPV pΓeq
dLkpxqppixpvq, pixpvgqq —4D,4D }g}syl
for some v P V pΓq.
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Recall the notation —K,C denotes K,C–quasi–isometry. If x and y are
two points of a tree, let us denote by rx, ys the unique geodesic joining the
two points.
Proof of Proposition 63. We may assumeD ě 2. Put k “ }g}˚. By Lemma 21,
we can write g “ hkhk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨h1 such that hi P xStpyiqy for some yi P V pΓq and
}g}syl “ ři }hi}syl. If }hi}syl “ 1, then we may further assume suppphiq “tyiu. Let us first consider the case that there exists v R Stpy1q Y Stpykq.
Let us denote by γ the unique geodesic in Γe connecting v to vg. For
x P Γe, put
δpxq “ dLkpxqppixpvq, pixpvgqq.
Only the vertices on γ contribute to the sum
ř
xPV pΓeq δpxq; see Section 12.1.
For simplicity, let gi “ hihi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨h1 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k and g0 “ 1. We
define
c0 “ rv, y1s, ck “ rygk, vgs, ci “ rygii , ygi`1i`1 s for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ´ 1.
The concatenation C “ c0 ¨ c1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ck is a path from v to vg. In particular, we
have γ Ď C. Since ygi`1i`1 “ yhi`1gii`1 “ ygii`1, we have ci Ď Γgi . The minimality
of k and Lemma 22 (4) imply that ci X cj “ ∅ for i ` 1 ă j. Using the
assumption that v R Stpy1qYStpykq, we deduce that γ “ c10 ¨c11 ¨ ¨ ¨ c1k for some
nontrivial geodesic segments c1i Ď ci. Put c1i´1 X c1i “ zgi´1i where zi P Γ.
For each i, let us denote the length–two subpath of γ centered at z
gi´1
i aspagi´1i , zgi´1i , bgii q. By Lemma 22, either zi “ yi or zi P LkΓpyiq so that we
can write hi “ zmii wi for some wi P xLkpziqy. Note that }wi}syl ď }hi}syl ď
}wi}syl ` 1. In either of the two cases, δpzgi´1i q is the distance between ai
and bhii “ bwii in Lkpziqe. Lemma 54 implies that
}hi}syl{3 ď maxp1, }wi}syl ´ 1q ď δpzgi´1i q ď }wi}syl ` 1 ď }hi}syl ` 1.
Let B be the set of the interior vertices of γ which is not of the form z
gi´1
i
for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k. Then δpxq “ 1 for x P B since the length–two subpath of
γ centered at x is contained in a conjugate of Γ. Lemma 19 (3) implies that
0 ď |B| ď pdpv, vgq ´ 1q ´ pk ´ 2q “ dpv, vgq ´ k ` 1 ď pD ´ 1qk `D ` 1.
From }g}˚ ď }g}syl we see that
}g}syl{3 ď
ÿ
xPΓe
δpxq “
kÿ
i“1
δpzgi´1i q ` |B| ď pD ` 1qp}g}syl ` 1q.
Now let us assume V pΓq “ Stpy1qYStpykq. We may still choose v R ty1, yku.
If we define c1i and zi as before, it is then possible that v “ z1 or vg “ zgk´1k ;
this occurs only if }h1}syl or }hk}syl is at most two, respectively. Hence,
p}g}syl ´ 4q{3 ď
ÿ
xPΓe
δpxq ď pD ` 1qp}g}syl ` 1q.

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13.5. The general triangle– and square–free case. We would now like
to establish a more general version of the distance formula. We let Γ be a
triangle– and square–free graph such that D “ diampΓq ě 2.
Lemma 64. Let g P ApΓq satisfy }g}˚ “ 1. Then there is a vertex v P V pΓq
such that for every geodesic γ from v to vg we haveÿ
xPV pγq
dLkpxqppixpvq, pixpvgqq —1,1 }g}syl.
Proof. We may assume Γ is not a star, since otherwise the conclusion is
clear. Choose y P V pΓq such that supppgq Ď Stpyq and supppgq * tzu for
every z ‰ y. We will consider the following three cases.
Case 1. supppgq “ tyu.
We have Γ X Γg “ Stpyq. Let py, z, vq be a length-two path in Γ. Then
v ‰ vg P Lkpzq and dLkpzqpv, vgq “ }g}syl “ 1.
Case 2. supppgq “ ty, au for some a P Lkpyq.
We may assume degpyq ą 1 for otherwise, we can switch the roles of a
and y. Put z “ y and choose v P pLkpzqztauq XΓ. Then v ‰ vg P Lkpzq and
dLkpzqpv, vgq “ 1 “ }g}syl ´ 1.
Case 3. | supppgq X Lkpyq| ě 2.
Put z “ y and choose v P LkpzqXΓ. Then v ‰ vg P Lkpzq and }g}syl´1 ď
dLkpzqpv, vgq ď }g}syl.
In the above three cases, γ “ pv, z, vgq is the unique geodesic from v to
vg. Hence, the given sum consists of only one term and coarsely coincides
with }g}syl using the quasi-isometry constants K “ 1 “ C. 
Lemma 64 lends itself to a general distance formula for triangle– and
square–free right-angled Artin groups.
Proposition 65. For all 1 ‰ g P ApΓq, there exists a p10D, 10Dq–quasi–
geodesic γ : r0, `s Ñ Γe parametrized by arc length such that γp0q “ v, γp`q “
vg for some v P V pΓq and
`´1ÿ
i“2
dLkpγpiqqpγpi´ 1q, γpi` 1qq —10D,10D }g}syl.
Proof. Let g “ hkhk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨h1 such that suppphiq Ď Stpyiq and }g}syl “ř
i }hi}syl. As in the proof of Lemma 64, we may further assume the follow-
ing.
(i) If }hi}syl “ 1, then suppphiq “ tyiu.
(ii) If }hi}syl ě 2, then degpyiq ą 1.
Put gi “ hihi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨h1 and g0 “ 1.
We choose zi and vi as in the proof of Lemma 64. Namely, if }hi}syl “ 1
then we choose a length-two path pyi, zi, viq in Γ. If }hi}syl ě 2, then we
set zi “ yi and choose vi P Lkpziq such that vhii ‰ vi. Note that zhii “ zi.
In (i) above, we see that dLkpziqpvi, vhii q “ }hi}syl “ 1. In (ii), we note that
}hi}syl{2 ď maxp1, }hi}syl ´ 1q ď dLkpziqpvi, vhii q ď }hi}syl.
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We put v “ v1. Choose a shortest path ci in Γ from vi to vi`1 for
i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ´ 1 and let ck be a shortest path in Γ from vk to v. Define γ
to be the concatenation
γ “ pv1, z1, vg11 q ¨ cg11 ¨ pvg12 , zg12 , vg22 q ¨ cg22 ¨ ¨ ¨ pvgk´1k , zgk´1k , vgkk q ¨ cgk.
Let γ : r0, `s Ñ Γe be the parametrization by arc length. In particular,
γpr0, `s X Zq is contained in the vertex set of Γe. Put A “ ti : γpiq “
z
gj´1
j for some ju and B “ t1, 2, . . . , `´ 1uzA.
From the above observations, we have
}g}syl{2 ď
ÿ
iPA
dLkpγpiqqpγpi´ 1q, γpi` 1qq ď }g}syl.
If i P B, then dLkpγpiqqpγpi´1q, γpi`1qq ď 1 since tγpi´1q, γpiq, γpi`1qu Ď
Γgj for some j. So,
0 ď
ÿ
iPB
dLkpγpiqqpγpi´ 1q, γpi` 1qq ď pD ` 2qk ď pD ` 2q}g}syl.
Hence,
`´1ÿ
i“2
dLkpγpiqqpγpi´ 1q, γpi` 1qq —D`3,0 }g}syl.
It remains to show that γ is a p10D, 10Dq–quasi–geodesic. Let us set
δ0 “ rv1, z1s,
δi “ rzgi´1i , vgii s ¨ cgii ¨ rvgii`1, zgii`1s Ď Γgi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ´ 1,
and δk “ rzgk´1k , vgks ¨ cgk.
Then we have γ “ δ0 ¨δ1 ¨δ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ δk´1 ¨δk. Note that the length of δi is between
one and D ` 2.
We claim that for 0 ď i ă j ď k and x P δi, y P δj we have j ´ i ´ 4 ď
d1px, yq ď j ´ i` 1. The upper bound is clear. Assume d1px, yq ď j ´ i´ 5.
Since vgss P δs Ď Γgs for each s we have that d1pvgii , vgjj q ď j ´ i ´ 3. Then
we have d1pvgii , vgji q ď j ´ i ´ 2. On the other hand, Lemma 19 (1) implies
that d1pvgii , vgji q ě }gjg´1i }˚ ´ 1 “ j ´ i´ 1. This is a contradiction.
Now fix 0 ď p ă q ď `. Let γppq P δi and γpqq P δj where 0 ď i ă j ď k.
We have that d1pγppq, γpqqq ě j ´ i´ 4. From the estimates on the lengths
of δi’s, we have
j ´ i´ 1 ď q ´ p ď pD ` 2qpj ´ i` 1q.
By Lemma 19, we have
j ´ i´ 4 ď d1pγppq, γpqqq ď dpγppq, γpqqq ď Dd1pγppq, γpqqq ď Dpj ´ i` 1q.
It follows that
1
D
dpγppq, γpqqq ´ 2 ď j ´ i´ 1 ď q ´ p
ď pD ` 2qpj ´ i` 1q ď pD ` 2qpdpγppq, γpqqq ` 5q.

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The general distance formula we have given in Proposition 65 is somewhat
unsatisfying in that it is not a direct analogue of the Masur–Minsky distance
formula. Ideally, the sum on the left hand side would be a sum over all
vertices within Γe, and the terms in the summation would be projected
distances which exceed a certain lower threshold. At the time of the writing
there are several issues which impede the authors from proving such a general
result, perhaps the most serious of which is the lack of an appropriate notion
of a tight geodesic.
14. Automorphism group of Γe
By a result of Ivanov in [21, Theorem 1], the automorphism group of the
curve graph of a non–sporadic surface is commensurable with the mapping
class group of the surface. Bestvina asked the authors whether an analogous
result holds for the extension graph. The answer is no:
Theorem 66. The isomorphism group of an extension graph of a connected,
anti–connected graph contains the infinite rank free abelian group. In par-
ticular, AutpΓeq is uncountable.
Here, a graph is anti-connected if its complement graph is connected.
Proof. Let Γ be a connected and anti–connected graph. We observe that
each star of a vertex v0 separates Γ
e into infinitely many components of
infinite diameter, all of which are isomorphic to each other. To see this, fix
a vertex v P V pΓq. By assumption, Stpvq ‰ Γ. Observe that for each n ą 0,
we can build the graph
Γn “
nď
Stpvq,i“1
Γ,
which is obtained by identifying n copies of Γ along the star of v. The graph
Γn naturally embeds in Γ
e. Observe that ΓnzStpvq separates Γn into n
components, so that Stpvq separates Γe into at least n components. It follows
that ΓezStpvq has infinitely many components. Observe that the conjugation
action of v permutes these components. In particular, ΓezStpvq has infinitely
many isomorphic components. Since Γ is anti–connected, we have that Γe
has infinite diameter, so that at least one component of ΓezStpvq has infinite
diameter. By applying the conjugation action of v, we have that infinitely
many components of ΓezStpvq have infinite diameter.
Pick such an infinite component Γ0 and consider C0 “ tΓv
i
0
0 : i P Zr t0uu.
We let f0 be the conjugation action by v0 on Γ
e. Fix an element in C0, we
find the star of another vertex v1 that separates out an infinite component.
Around this vertex, there is an action f1 similar to the previous step fixing
Stpv1q. Continuing this process, we see that
tf1, f2, . . .u –
8ź
i“1
Z,
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whence the result. 
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